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BACKGROUND

Dundee City Council (DCC) have a statutory duty under the Flood Risk Management (Scotland) Act 2009 with
discretionary powers for non-agricultural land under the Flood Prevention Scotland Act 1961. DCC have
therefore commissioned pre-construction assessments of the implications of climate change and the threat to
local interests. The 2013 Dundee Coastal Study Stage 2 evaluated 12 management units, of which two are the
subject of this report, see Figure 1.1.


Management Unit 10: Grassy Beach (MU10)



Management Unit 11: Broughty Ferry (MU11)

Proposed Extension of Rock
Revetment to
DCC Boundary at Dighty Burn
Implementation Summer 2018

Management Unit 10:
Grassy Beach
Management Unit 12:
Broughty Ferry Dunes
Proposals for Management:
Stabilisation and Seaward
Progression
Timing under Consideration

Management Unit 11:
Broughty Ferry
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Figure 1.1. Location and extent of proposed Flood Protection Works

Broadly, proposals for Grassy Beach (MU10) are required to protect the public footpath and, in the Broughty
Ferry section (MU11), to protect property, the latter requiring construction of a new seawall and walkway with set
back flood wall. It was clear to DCC that these proposals would require construction activity below mean high
water springs (MHWS) and within the boundary of a European designated site, the Firth of Tay and Eden Estuary
SAC. In 2016 after reviewing the Mott MacDonald high level scoping report, and after reviewing the
ECOS/MacLeod Consulting HRA Scoping Report in December 2017, Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH) confirmed
that proposals will fall within the requirements of the Habitat Regulations and that full assessment would be
required to address potentially adverse impacts, see link for details for the HRA process:http://www.snh.gov.uk/planning-and-development/environmental-assessment/habitat-regulations-appraisal/
The HRA process should firstly establish whether or not the proposal is directly connected with or necessary for
site management for nature conservation. If the outcome of the first stage is no then a second stage must
determine whether or not the proposal is likely to have a significant effect on the site, specifically for any of the
qualifying features of the European Site(s). Where such effects are identified then a third stage, an appropriate
assessment (AA) of the likely significant effects on site integrity, must be undertaken by the Competent Authority,
in consultation with Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH). The AA is informed by a Report to Inform Appropriate
Assessment (RIAA) and in order to allow permission for development to be granted, the RIAA and therefore AA
must conclude, after taking into account mitigation of any adverse effects, there would be no adverse effect on
the qualifying features and that the Conservation Objectives of the Site(s) will continue to be met during and after
construction.
Macleod Consulting
ECOS Countryside Services LLP
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The aim of this report is to provide the RIAA required by the competent authority to enable an appropriate
assessment. References are made to various sections of the Firth of Tay, as defined below.


Inner Tay - Confluence of the Earn and Tay to Tay Rail Bridge



Middle Tay – Tay Rail Bridge to Broughty Castle



Outer Tay – Broughty Castle eastwards

Principal authors are Alasdair MacLeod (Macleod Consulting) and David Bell (ECOS Countryside Services LLP)
who respectively have specialist knowledge of local coastal engineering and ecology. Alasdair Macleod through
delivery of many projects in the area, including the footprinting for the V&A@Dundee, flood protection works,
engineering works at Discovery Quay and wastewater management schemes. David Bell has been involved in
WeBS bird counts on the Tay since 1976 and currently counts three key WeBS sectors on the Firth of Tay,
namely, Inner Tay, Invergowrie and Broughty Ferry – Barry Buddon (Monifieth). Previously he has covered Tay
Bridge-Broughty Ferry (Stannergate), Eden estuary low and core WeBS counts (for six years), St Andrews Bay
and is still involved in the WEBS low tide counts on the Eden. Since establishing ECOS in 1987 he has
undertaken professional contracts on the Tay which have included a Tay Estuary data collation and review on
contract to SNH, estuary wide bird surveys to inform the delineation of the original SPA boundaries, several
years of through the tide inter-tidal waterfowl counts on the Inner Tay, one year’s open water waterfowl survey
on the Inner Tay as well as many smaller EIA contracts targeting specific locations e.g. V&A footprint, Dundee
Airport emergency slipway, sand dredging licences.

DRAFT F OR C OMMENT
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PROJECT OVERVIEW
Need for the project

The project will see the implementation of measures identified within the 2013 Dundee Coastal Study Stage 2
report which reduce the risk of flood damage to residential and commercial property and infrastructure within the
lower lying areas of Broughty Ferry.

2.2

The project

Coastal flood protection works have been reviewed and completed design solutions are now available for four
sections within MU10 and MU11, see Figures 2.1-2.4.

DRAFT F OR C OMMENT

Figure 2.1. Section 1. Locations of proposed works at Broughty Ferry

2.2.1 Outline proposals Sections 1 and 2
Figure 2.2 outlines the proposal for a new gravity sea wall for Douglas Terrace / James Place and Fisher Street
which will require a land claim extending 5-8m beyond the existing road edge to create a new walkway in front of
a new set back flood protection wall which is to be constructed close to the road edge. Current design for the
new river wall indicates that rock armour toe protection will be adequate but further assessment may require
installation of sheet piling to protect against scour. For detail within Section 1 refer to appended Macleod
Consulting Drawings 516/S1/01, S1/02 and S1/03 and for Section 2 refer to Drawings 516/S2/01, S2/02 and
S3/03.

Macleod Consulting
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Figure 2.2. Broughty Ferry (MU11), Section 1 Douglas Terrace/James Place and Fisher Street

2.2.2 Outline proposals for Section 3, Beach Crescent
Proposals for Beach Crescent will reconfigure the existing roadway to provide perpendicular parking, a new 1.0m
high set back flood wall and 4.0 to 5.0m wide walkway. Access to the beach will be enabled along its entire
length by a concrete, stepped slab, the toe of which may have to be piled to prevent undercutting. For detail
within Section 3 refer to appended Macleod Consulting Drawings 516/S3/01, S3/02 and S3/03.
DRAFT F OR C OMMENT

Figure 2.3. Broughty Ferry (MU11), Section 3, Beach Crescent

2.2.3 Outline proposals for Section 4, Grassy Beach
All works along Grassy Beach will be above the MHWS and will have no direct impact on European Sites. Works
will deliver a gravity wall as close as possible to the existing verge with top-soil reinstatement and reseeding. For
detail within Section 4 refer to appended Macleod Consulting Drawings 516/S4/01, S4/02 and S4/03.
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Figure 2.4. Broughty Ferry (MU11), Section 4, Grassy Beach

2.2.4 Anticipated construction methods
DCC have, as part of the development of the proposals, consulted with contractors experienced in the
implementation of marine edge protection works. The input obtained has influenced the selection of the final
proposals. Likely construction methods for each section have been developed for each of the proposed sections,
refer appended Macleod Consulting drawings 516/S1/03, 516/S2/03, 516/S3/03 and 516/S4/03.
These construction methods are constrained by ensuring that access is maintained to adjacent residential and
commercial properties and to the tidally influenced Tay. It is therefore anticipated that construction will take
place entirely from land at a number of locations of limited length with work progressing towards each other and
that within each working area piling or other means of ground support will be required to retain existing soils
whilst foundations are placed and sections of the pre cast (PC) gravity wall are built and backfilled.
DRAFT F OR C OMMENT

Construction access to each work section is anticipated to be via the existing public roads. In order to limit traffic
movements suitable excavated material would as far as practicable be stored locally including the foreshore and
returned as backfill behind or in front of the completed wall as backfill. Where required the management of water
levels within excavations will be managed by a combination of tidal working and groundwater pumping with any
discharge fully in accordance with SEPA requirements.
Considering that some temporary disturbance of the existing foreshore beyond the footprint of the permanent
works is therefore likely, a minimum allowance of 5.0m has been made generally but over the length of foreshore
where the Scottish Water sewer is present this may be increased to 25m for better access along the foreshore
which may or may not be required.
Any sheet piling that may be required where “box” type ground support cannot be used will be undertaken in the
dry when tide level has fallen. Locations where this MAY be required are at the Scottish Water infrastructure
buried in the foreshore at Douglas Terrace / James Place or to form a scour toe / restraint to the proposed
stepped concrete slab at Beach Crescent. In both locations it is anticipated that the piling required will be of
limited depth and can be installed using recognised protocols and techniques for operation in a sensitive urban
environment.
In any event the DCC contract documentation will require the appointed contractor to develop a Construction
Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) agreed with and approved by the relevant competent authority and
incorporating any mitigation measures identified within this RIAA.

Macleod Consulting
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2.2.5 Summary of predicted works footprint
Works are likely to result in permanent habitat loss on completion and temporary habitat disturbance during
construction. The extent of habitat areas potentially indirectly affected by hydrodynamic effects of the proposals
is discussed further separately.
Section 1: Douglas Terrace / James Place
 Along Douglas Terrace and James Place the vertical face of the river wall is close to the toe of the
existing inclined dressed masonry slope. There is therefore very little habitat directly and permanently
lost within the 755m2 that is between MHWS and the vertical face of the new wall.
 The worst case temporary loss assumes that construction plant MAY track along the beach seaward of
the existing Scottish Water storm culvert up to 25m from the face of the new wall.
Section 2: Fisher Street
 At Fisher Street only half of the wall length is to be constructed below MHWS with the remainder in the
amenity grassed areas above MHWS with very limited permanent loss of foreshore.
 The Scottish Water storm culvert turns inland before Fisher Street. Construction disturbance is therefore
anticipated to extend no more than 10m from MHWS.
Section 3: Beach Crescent
 The Beach Crescent section will have a larger permanent land take with areas of beach replaced by
stepped concrete PC units extending to approximately 2,520m2.
 Additional temporary foreshore disturbance beyond the permanent works is anticipated to be no more
than 5m over the 220m long frontage (1,100m2).
Section 4: Grassy Beach
 At Grassy Beach all permanent and temporary works will be undertaken above the MHWS.
A summary of the worst case scenarios for permanent and temporary habitat loss is presented below, see Table
2.1.
Table 2.1. Habitat impact summary, based on worst case scenario
Section
Habitat Impacted * Permanent
*Temporary
loss below
loss below
MHWS
MHWS
Worst case
Worst case
scenario
scenario
DRAFT F OR C OMMENT

Section 1
Douglas Ter.
Section 2
Fisher Street
Section 3
Beach Cresc.
Section 4
Grassy Beach
TOTAL

Un-vegetated,
mobile shingle
sands and gravels
Un-vegetated,
mobile shingle
sands and gravels
Un-vegetated,
mobile shingle
sands and gravels
Amenity grassland

Total area
impacted
below MHWS
Worst case
scenario

Estimated
duration of
temporary loss

755m2

14,760 m2

15,515 m2

Estimated 12
months

100 m2

685 m2

785 m2

Estimated 12
months

2,520 m2

1,100 m2

3,620 m2

Estimated 12
months

None

None

None

Not applicable

3.38 ha

16.54ha

19.92ha

* Based on Drawing Nos 516/L01; 516/S1/01; 516/S2/01; 516/S3/01; 516/S4/01
Firth of Tay SPA site area = 6918ha
Firth of Tay and Eden Estuary SAC site area = 15414ha
Outer Firth of Forth and St Andrews Bay Complex pSPA site area = 272,068ha

The total permanent loss is approximately 3.38ha, with a further 16.54ha temporarily impacted. The duration of
the temporary habitat impact is very short term due to the mobility of the shingle habitat that will be impacted,
and that the beach will be quickly restored to a new beach equilibrium.

Macleod Consulting
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2.2.6 Timing and duration of works
Current programming for MU10 and MU11 is still tentative but does predict a start date late in 2018, lasting two
years, suggesting a completion date in late 2020. DCC advise that the winter months, when peak numbers of
qualifying bird features are present, would be the most unattractive period for undertaking works below MHWS.
Priority will therefore be given to working below MHWS during the spring and summer months when bird
disturbance is less important. In any case DCC advise the following likely sequence of works:


Within the two-year construction period, all sections could be under construction at the same time.



The modular pre cast concrete (PC) gravity river wall within Section 1: Douglas Terrace and Section 2:
Fisher Street is likely to be constructed in 15-20m lengths with two or three locations within each section
being worked on at the same time. Overall the priority will be given to completing the wall as quickly as
possible in as favourable tidal and weather conditions as possible, i.e. spring/summer/early autumn.



Once the gap at the back of wall is filled then works to the rear of the wall can progress flexibly in terms
of timing.



At Beach Crescent the front toe would be constructed over the whole frontage before returning to work
up the beach with bed preparation and placement of pre-cast units. The Broughty Ferry beach section is
likely to take the longest to construct and would be difficult to interrupt once started and thus may
require longer than the spring and summer months to complete.



No in-water piling at any work face in any section.

DRAFT F OR C OMMENT
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CONSULTATION

SNH were consulted throughout the early design process, offering advice to Mott MacDonald (MM) whilst
completing their Dundee Coastal Study, Stage 2, Habitat Regulations Appraisal – Stage 1 report to DCC.
This Stage 2 report considered 12 options and their likely potential effects on Natura 2000 sites. SNH in
response to MM in February 2012 advised that an “appropriate assessment” would be required under the Habitat
Regulations for works that would have “a likely significant effect”. Where adverse effects were identified then
detail mitigation should be delivered to avoid these effects.
Following completion of the Dundee Coastal Study Stage 2 Report in 2013 outline proposals have been further
developed and continue to be refined in light of information obtained in the course of public engagement early to
mid-June 2016 including:




Delivery of letters to properties directly adjacent to the shoreline;
Two public exhibitions (June and December 2016);
Public meeting outlining the need and aims of the project;
Note: The latter anticipated to have over 300 people in attendance.

In November 2017 SNH agreed to review a draft HRA scoping report for MU10 and 11, the Broughty Ferry
options, but excluding emerging proposals for beach recharge within MU12 on the dunes to the east of Broughty
Castle. SNH responded with detailed comment advising that an appropriate assessment was required due to
permanent habitat loss and the appropriate assessment should consider the potential indirect and direct impacts
of the proposal against the conservation objectives for each site. SNH advised that the RIAA should seek to
quantify the impacts in addition to that already included in the Scoping Report. Table 3.1 below summarises the
SNH advice and subsequent actions which DCC have undertaken to consider the effects of proposals as set out
in this report.
DRAFT F OR C OMMENT

Table 3.1. Summary of SNH advice, 4th December 2017
European site

Firth of Tay
and Eden
Estuary SAC

Feature
highlighted by
SNH as likely to
be adversely
impacted

SNH advice

Estuaries; Inter-tidal
mudflats and
sandflats, sub-tidal
sandbanks

There will be temporary
disturbance and a
permanent loss of
estuaries and inter-tidal
mudflat and sandflat
habitat for which the site
is designated

4th December 2017

Issues requiring
consideration

DCC Response
to SNH Advice

1. Quantification of direct
losses

Review by
Professor Ping
Dong, University
of Liverpool

2. Indirect local changes to
coastal hydrodynamics,
sediment transport and
sediment distribution.
3. Indirect impacts of these
local changes on inter-tidal
mudflats and sandflats and
sub-tidal sandbanks.
4. Assessment of the above
as a likely significant
potential effect in terms of
habitat extent, habitat
quality/composition and
functionality

Harbour seal

Macleod Consulting
ECOS Countryside Services LLP
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SNH advice

Issues requiring
consideration

DCC Response
to SNH Advice

noise then SNH agree
that the proposal is
unlikely to have a
significant environmental
effect

“in-water” construction
activity

construction
activity is
proposed

Assessment must be
widened to include the
Broughty Ferry to Buddon
Ness WeBS Core Count
data and the potential for
SPA birds to be disturbed

Use of the works areas by
SPA birds to assess direct
and indirect impact
significance and duration

ECOS
assessment as
presented in
Section 7.0 of
the following
report

4th December 2017

Assess potential
disturbance impacts in
terms of source duration
and bird receptors

Outer Firth of
Forth and St
Andrews Bay
complex
proposed SPA
(pSPA)

Ornithological
qualifying features

This pSPA is further away
from the proposed
development and,
providing it can be proved
that there is no adverse
impact on the integrity of
the Firth of Tay and Eden
Estuary SPA, then it
should be able to come to
the same conclusion for
the pSPA

Species and numbers of
birds using the area in
relation to directly and
indirectly impacted habitats

ECOS
assessment as
presented in
Section 7.0 of
the following
report

Moray Firth
SAC

All qualifying
features

SNH agree that the
proposal is unlikely to
have a significant
environmental effect

None, unless construction
methods change to include
“in-water” construction
activity.

None required
as no” in-water”
construction
activity is
proposed

Isle of May
SAC

All qualifying
features

SNH agree that the
proposal is unlikely to
have a significant
environmental effect

None, unless construction
methods change to include
“in-water” construction
activity

None required
as no” in-water”
construction
activity is
proposed
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BASELINE DATA

4.1

Nature conservation sites

Details of the seven relevant European nature conservation designations potentially impacted by the scheme are
provided in the following sub-sections and tables.

Figure 4.1. Location and extent of European sites in relation to works in MU10 and MU11

4.1.1








Name of Natura Sites potentially affected by proposals
Firth of Tay and Eden Estuary Special Area of Conservation (SAC)1
River Tay SAC1
Moray Firth SAC1
Isle of May SAC1
Firth of Tay and Eden Estuary Special Protection Area (SPA)2
Firth of Tay and Eden Estuary Ramsar Site3
Outer Firth of Forth and St Andrews Bay Complex pSPA2

_________________
1 EC Habitats Directive (92/43/EEC)
2 EC Directive on the Conservation of Wild Birds (2009/147/EC)
3 Ramsar Convention Internationally Import Wetlands, Iran 1971

4.1.2 Natura Site qualifying interest(s) summary
(a) Firth of Tay and Eden Estuary SAC
There are three habitat features and one species covered by this designation, see Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1. Qualifying SAC features

Scientific name

Common name

Estuaries

Estuaries

Mudflats and sandflats nor covered by seawater at low tide

Intertidal mudflats and sandflats

Sandflats which are slightly covered by sea water all the time

Sub-tidal sandbanks

Phoca vitulina

Harbour seal

(b) River Tay SAC
One qualifying habitat and five qualifying species.
 Clear-water lakes or lochs with aquatic vegetation and poor to moderate nutrient levels
 Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar)
 Brook lamprey (Lampetra planeri)
 River lamprey (Lampetra fluviatilis)
 Sea lamprey (Petromyzon marinus)
 Otter (Lutra lutra)
(c) Moray Firth SAC
One habitat qualifying feature and one qualifying species.
 Sub-tidal sandbanks
 Bottle-nose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus)
(d) Isle of May SAC
One qualifying habitat and one qualifying species
 Reefs
 Grey Seal (Halichoerus grypus)
(e) Firth of Tay and Eden Estuary SPA
Six species qualifying as important in their own right with a further 14 species contributing to the overall waterfowl
assemblage qualifying criterion, see Table 4.2.
Table 4.2. Qualifying SPA features
Article

Qualifying species

Article 4.1

Marsh harrier, Little tern, Bar-tailed godwit

Article 4.2

Redshank, pink-footed goose and greylag goose

Article 4.2

Waterfowl assemblage The waterfowl assemblage regularly supports 20,000+ wintering
waterfowl.
Named species which make up an important component of the waterfowl assemblage:
Shelduck

Velvet scoter

Cormorant

Common scoter

Eider

Long-tailed duck

Goosander

Oystercatcher

Goldeneye

Grey plover

Dunlin

Red-breasted merganser

Black-tailed godwit

Sanderling

(f) Firth of Tay and Eden Estuary Ramsar
Under two Ramsar qualifying criteria there are four species, and the overall un-named assemblage, see Table
4.3. The four individually qualifying species are common to both SPA and Ramsar.
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Table 4.3. Qualifying Ramsar features

Criterion

Description

3a

Regularly supports in winter over 20,000 waterfowl with a 1990/91-94/95 winter
peak mean of 48,000 waterfowl, comprising 28,000 wildfowl and 20,000 waders.

3c

Regularly supports internationally important wintering populations of pink-footed
goose Anser brachyrhynchus, greylag goose A. anser, bar-tailed godwit Limosa
lapponica and redshank Tringa totanus.

(g) Outer Firth of Forth and St Andrews Bay Complex
This new proposed SPA lists 23 species of seabird, nine breeding and 14 non-breeding, see Table 4.4.
Table 4.4. Qualifying pSPA features

Qualifying species
Breeding
Non-breeding

Arctic tern; common tern; gannet; guillemot; herring gull; kittiwake; Manx
shearwater; puffin; shag
Black-headed gull, common gull; common scoter; eider; goldeneye; guillemot;
herring gull; kittiwake; little gull; long-tailed duck; razorbill; red-breasted merganser;
red-throated diver; shag

4.1.3 Conservation objectives for qualifying interests and their Site Condition
The conservation objectives of both SPA and SAC are the same, each differing in qualifying habitat and/or
species. Qualifying features of each site is assessed for its condition against fixed criteria. Site condition
monitoring (SCM) is the duty of SNH and the summaries below include the latest statement of condition. Whilst
SAC habitats remain in a favourable maintained condition, a total of seven qualifying SPA/SAC species features
are in an unfavourable condition, with a further two in favourable declining condition.
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(i) Firth of Tay and Eden Estuary SAC – Habitats and Species
To avoid deterioration of the qualifying habitats (listed below) thus ensuring the integrity of the site is maintained and the
site makes an appropriate contribution to achieving favourable conservation status for the qualifying features; and
To ensure for the qualifying habitats that the following are maintained in the long term:
 Extent of the habitat on site
 Distribution of the habitat within site
 Structure and function of the habitat
 Processes supporting the habitat
 Distribution of typical species of the habitat
 Viability of typical species as components of the habitat
 No significant disturbance of typical species of the habitat
Qualifying Habitats & Condition
• Estuaries - not assessed
• Intertidal mudflats and sandflats - favourable maintained, 31/12/2002
• Subtidal sandbanks – favourable maintained, 04/07/2002
To avoid deterioration of the habitats of the qualifying species (listed below) or significant disturbance to the qualifying
species, thus ensuring that the integrity of the site is maintained and the site makes an appropriate contribution to
achieving favourable conservation status for each of the qualifying features; and
To ensure for the qualifying species that the following are maintained in the long term:
 Population of the species as a viable component of the site
 Distribution of the species within site
 Distribution and extent of habitats supporting the species
 Structure, function and supporting processes of habitats supporting the species
 No significant disturbance of the species
Qualifying Species & Condition
• Common seal – Unfavourable declining, 22/08/2013

(ii) River Tay SAC – Habitats and Species
To avoid deterioration of the qualifying habitats (listed below) thus ensuring that the integrity of the site is maintained
and the site makes an appropriate contribution to achieving favourable conservation status for each of the qualifying
features; and
To ensure for the qualifying habitats that the following are maintained in the long term:
 Extent of the habitat on site
 Distribution of the habitat within site
 Structure and function of the habitat
 Processes supporting the habitat
 Distribution of typical species of the habitat
 Viability of typical species as components of the habitat
 No significant disturbance of typical species of the habitat
Qualifying Habitats & Condition
• Clearwater lakes - favourable maintained, 12/08/2009
To avoid deterioration of the habitats of the qualifying species (listed below) or significant disturbance to the qualifying
species, thus ensuring that the integrity of the site is maintained and the site makes an appropriate contribution to
achieving favourable conservation status for each of the qualifying features; and
To ensure for the qualifying species that the following are maintained in the long term:
 Population of the species as a viable component of the site
 Distribution of the species within site
 Distribution and extent of habitats supporting the species
 Structure, function and supporting processes of habitats supporting the species
 No significant disturbance of the species
Qualifying Species & Condition
• Atlantic salmon – Favourable maintained 19/09/2011
• Brook lamprey – Favourable maintained 30/11/2007
• River lamprey – favourable maintained 30/11/2007
• Sea lamprey – Favourable maintained 30/11/2007
• Otter – favourable maintained 03/09/2012
Macleod Consulting
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(iii) Isle of May SAC – Habitats and Species
To avoid deterioration of the qualifying habitats (listed below) thus ensuring that the integrity of the site is maintained
and the site makes an appropriate contribution to achieving favourable conservation status for each of the qualifying
features; and
To ensure for the qualifying habitats that the following are maintained in the long term:
 Extent of the habitat on site
 Distribution of the habitat within site
 Structure and function of the habitat
 Processes supporting the habitat
 Distribution of typical species of the habitat
 Viability of typical species as components of the habitat
 No significant disturbance of typical species of the habitat
Qualifying Habitats & Condition
• Reefs – Favourable maintained 24/11/2014
To avoid deterioration of the habitats of the qualifying species (listed below) or significant disturbance to the qualifying
species, thus ensuring that the integrity of the site is maintained and the site makes an appropriate contribution to
achieving favourable conservation status for each of the qualifying features; and
To ensure for the qualifying species that the following are maintained in the long term:
 Population of the species as a viable component of the site
 Distribution of the species within site
 Distribution and extent of habitats supporting the species
 Structure, function and supporting processes of habitats supporting the species
 No significant disturbance of the species
Qualifying Species & Condition
• Grey seal – Favourable maintained 05/09/2007

(iv) Moray Firth SAC – Habitats and Species
To avoid deterioration of the qualifying habitats (listed below) thus ensuring that the integrity of the site is maintained
and the site makes an appropriate contribution to achieving favourable conservation status for each of the qualifying
features; and
To ensure for the qualifying habitats that the following are maintained in the long term:
 Extent of the habitat on site
 Distribution of the habitat within site
 Structure and function of the habitat
 Processes supporting the habitat
 Distribution of typical species of the habitat
 Viability of typical species as components of the habitat
 No significant disturbance of typical species of the habitat
Qualifying Habitats & Condition
• Subtidal sandbanks – favourable maintained, 12/08/2004
To avoid deterioration of the habitats of the qualifying species (listed below) or significant disturbance to the qualifying
species, thus ensuring that the integrity of the site is maintained and the site makes an appropriate contribution to
achieving favourable conservation status for each of the qualifying features; and
To ensure for the qualifying species that the following are maintained in the long term:
 Population of the species as a viable component of the site
 Distribution of the species within site
 Distribution and extent of habitats supporting the species
 Structure, function and supporting processes of habitats supporting the species
 No significant disturbance of the species
Qualifying Species & Condition
• Bottle-nose dolphin – Favourable recovered 21/09/2010
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(v) Firth of Tay and Eden Estuary SPA
To avoid deterioration of the habitats of the qualifying species (listed below) or significant disturbance to the qualifying
species, thus ensuring that the integrity of the site is maintained; and
To ensure for the qualifying species that the following are maintained in the long term:
 Population of the species as a viable component of the site
 Distribution of the species within site
 Distribution and extent of habitats supporting the species
 Structure, function and supporting processes of habitats supporting the species
 No significant disturbance of the species
Qualifying species & condition
• Bar-tailed godwit (Limosa lapponica) - favourable maintained, 28/02/2001
• Black-tailed godwit (Limosa limosa islandica)* - favourable maintained, 01/06/2011
• Common scoter (Melanitta nigra)* - unfavourable, no change, 21/03/2008
• Cormorant (Phalacrocorax carbo)* - favourable maintained, 28/02/2001
• Dunlin (Calidris alpina alpina)* - unfavourable , no change, 28/02/2001
• Eider (Somateria mollissima)* - unfavourable no change, 28/02/2001
• Goldeneye (Bucephala clangula)* - favourable maintained, 31/03/2008
• Goosander (Mergus merganser)* - favourable maintained, 28/02/2001
• Grey plover (Pluvialis squatarola)* - favourable maintained, 31/03/2008
• Greylag goose (Anser anser) – favourable declining, 31/03/2008
• Little tern (Sterna albifrons) - unfavourable, no change, 28.02/2001
• Long-tailed duck (Clangula hyemalis)* - unfavourable declining, 31/03/2008
• Marsh harrier (Circus aeruginosus) - favourable maintained, 01/09/2009
• Oystercatcher (Haematopus ostralegus) - favourable recovered, 31/03/2008
• Pink-footed goose (Anser brachyrhynchus) - favourable recovered, 28/10/2015
• Red-breasted merganser (Mergus serrator)* - unfavourable, no change,28/02/2001
• Redshank (Tringa totanus) - favourable maintained, 28/02/2001
• Sanderling (Calidris alba)* - favourable recovered, 31/03/2008
• Shelduck (Tadorna tadorna – favourable maintained, 31/03/2008
• Velvet scoter (Melanitta fusca)* - favourable. Maintained, 01/06/2011
• Waterfowl assemblage - favourable maintained, 01/06/2011
* Indicates waterfowl assemblage only

(vi) Firth of Tay and Eden Estuary Ramsar Site
The Ramsar site was most recently designated on 02/02/2000 and has a boundary that is contiguous with the
SPA and SAC. The qualifying species listed below in Table 4.5 are also qualifying species for the SPA, however
assessments are 16 years out of date and do not reflect current status or condition. Redshank and bar-tailed
godwit had declined dramatically from peaks in the 1990s. Elkins (2014) suggested a drop, of almost two thirds,
in birds counted at high tide, in both species since 1996/97 and this observation is equally applicable to the SPA.
Table 4.5. Ramsar qualifying species list and condition

Feature

Condition

Assessment
Date

Pink-footed goose (Anser brachyrhynchus), non-breeding

Favourable recovered

31/03/2008

Greylag goose (Anser anser), non-breeding

Favourable declining

31/03/2008

Bar-tailed godwit (Limosa lapponica), non-breeding

Favourable maintained

28/02/2001

Redshank (Tringa totanus), non-breeding

Favourable maintained

28/02/2001

Waterfowl assemblage, non-breeding

Favourable maintained

28/02/2001

4.2

Ecology and nature conservation

4.2.1 Site characterisation
The Firth of Tay and Eden Estuary SPA and SAC are contiguous in terms of bird and seal usage and have a total
area of 6,918ha and 15,441ha respectively. These areas are relatively small in comparison to the Firth of Forth
and St Andrews Bay Complex pSPA, which may cover 272,068ha if/when declared. The Middle Tay is highly
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urbanised on the north shore and there are no natural habitat transitions due to land claim, port and harbour
facilities and hard engineered coastal protection. The absence of significant semi-natural habitat above MHWS,
and a very narrow inter-tidal habitat, limits potential bird interest and for this reason the Middle Tay was not
included in the SPA, although it lies within the pSPA consultation boundary.
SAC qualifying harbour seal interest makes use of sub-tidal habitat for feeding and inter-tidal sandbanks between
the bridges and off Broughty Ferry-Monifieth for hauling out to pup and moult and for these reasons the SAC
does cover the Middle Tay.
Immediately to the west of Broughty Ferry is the Port of Dundee, operated by Forth Ports plc, reached by the
main channel that follows the southern shoreline. The Port is kept open by dredging with arisings dumped
offshore at a licensed site. In the east of Broughty Ferry there is a pier for mooring the local lifeboat and a small
harbour. Water sports are popular with very active yacht and sailing clubs, jet-ski club and open water swimming
club. Sea angling is a common sight at the harbour and occasionally off Grassy Beach. Further public interest
includes the footpath from Stannergate to Douglas Terrace which continues by various types of path and the
foreshore to Barry Buddon Firing Ranges. It is a route that is also popular with cycling commuters and
recreational cyclists and more recently commercial dog walkers.
4.2.2 Geology, Geomorphology and hydrology
The estuary lies over Precambrian metamorphic and igneous rock and has formed in a downfaulted graben.
Today’s estuary overlies two former estuaries in-filled 8,500-5,500 years ago with material accumulation of 1015m. Flandrian gravels are exposed in the area of proposed works. (Armstrong 1985; Buller et. al. 1971).
The Tay has an average flow rate of 198m3 s-1 from its combined River Earn catchment of nearly 6,000km2 (Bell
1996). Al-Mansi (1990) confirmed movements of sand into the estuary along the Monifieth beach towards
Broughty Ferry, progressing as far as the Kingoodie mudflats. Recent studies (Duck 2010) proved provenance
of sands as 3% River Earn, 17% River Tay, 29% Angus coast and 51% Fife coast. Buller (1975) showed that a
mass of suspended material migrated up and down the estuary with the tides and was augmented by inner Tay
mudflats of the north shore, with maxima on ebb phase neap and flood phase spring tides. (Dobereiner &
McManus (1983).
4.2.3 Hydrodynamic processes
Duck (2010) appraised the hydrodynamic and sediment transport characteristics of the River Tay for the
V&A@Dundee project. Sediments receive significant contributions from the Inner Tay mudflats, especially in
combination with particular winds. Wind speed and direction are key factors, with strong SE winds and low tides
combining to create wave induced erosion of the surface of the mudflats. The Tay is therefore a highly dynamic
system with significant weather and flow (waves and currents) induced sediment transport. Dr Ping Dong,
Professor of Coastal Engineering University of Liverpool (formerly at University of Dundee till April 2017), was
therefore commissioned by DCC to review, as requested by SNH, the potential effects of the flood protection
proposals on coastal hydrodynamics, sediment transport and sediment distribution which could affect the lower
intertidal and subtidal regions of the SAC and SPA and associated features.
Professor Dong has extensively assessed coastal processes on the Firth of Tay and in undertaking the
assessment of the potential hydrodynamic effects arising from the proposed changes to the shoreline boundary
conditions at Douglas Terrace-Fisher Street and Beach Crescent, including temporary construction impacts, was
able to draw on all of the available literature in relation to coastal processes in the vicinity of the works. A copy of
the assessment undertaken by Professor Dong is included within Annex D, with a summary noted below.
(a) Douglas Terrace-Fisher Street, Sections 1 and 2
Changing the shoreline will not result in any net loss of beach material but modelling (Mott Macdonald 2017) has
indicated that under extreme water and wave conditions local lowering of the beach profile will be induced within
10-20m of the wall and a slight berm formed close to MLWS. Foreshore trial holes undertaken by DCC show no
appreciable variation in particle size or distribution with depth or distance from the existing river edge, see
images below.
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The modelling of the potential beach scour has shown the profile change affected by the scour is limited in extent
with the volume of sediments involved being very small compared with the normal amount of sediments in
suspension in the estuary, especially during seasonal storms. Under ‘normal’ conditions scour zones are
therefore likely to infill creating new equilibrium profiles relative to the pre-works profiles with similar if re
distributed material. Whilst the beach profile change is likely to be rapid, during extreme events it is anticipated
that a new equilibrium profile will form within weeks.
During operation there will be a small permanent loss of habitat, see Table 1, and due to the replacement of the
existing inclined edge with the vertical wall there will be a very slight decrease in the tidal prism which will make
no appreciable change to tidal flow field or sediment transport patterns. The total longshore drift is anticipated to
remain unchanged and any longshore transport is likely to be local to the shoreline, and far-field processes, 4050m from the wall, are unlikely to be affected.
The distribution of the sediments within the tidal profile may therefore be changed by the proposals but in terms
of sediment type significant change is unlikely. It is therefore considered reasonable to conclude that the current
intertidal and subtidal habitats are likely to remain although there may be changes in their distribution.
(b) Beach Crescent, Section 3
The beach on this section will be replaced by stepped concrete and the extent of any change to existing
conditions will be even smaller than that described for Sections 1 and 2.
(c) Grassy Beach, Section 4
The works at Grassy Beach are all above MHWS with no anticipated effect on existing conditions.
4.2.4 Baseline data – habitats
(a) Terrestrial resource
Between Stannergate and Douglas Terrace the footpath intermittently holds marginal vegetation, typically a
semi-improved neutral grassland (Phase 1 Habitat Code B2.2). An enriching feature of the B2.2 is the presence
of coastal grassland species, encouraged by sea spray and salt laden air, and these include Lathyrus vulneraria,
Echium vulgare and Centaurea scabiosa.
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Image 1. Western end of the Grassy Beach Walk

Around the yacht club, which is the centre of the MU10 Grassy Beach (Section 4), see Images 2 and 3, the
habitat present is mown amenity grassland (Phase 1 Habitat Code J1.2) forming a transition on the seaward side
of the footpath to narrow strandline at the head of a steep unvegetated shingle bank. Transition is dominated by
Elymus repens with Rumex crispus, Tripleurospermum inodoratum, Atriplex hastata, Atriplex patula, and Atriplex
glabriuscula, all associates of the NVC SD2 Cakile maritma-Honkenya peploides strandline plant community.
The latter is a common widespread community on the East Coast of Scotland, but at this location shows poor
conformity with key species absence. Lymus arenarius was an occasional.

Image 2. Transition at the Royal Tay Yacht Club in Section 4.
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Image 3. Tripleurospermum and Atriplex on the strandline at the Yacht Club

A similar transition from amenity grassland to vegetated shingle is also present at Fisher Street and Beach
Crescent.
(b) Estuarine resource
Detailed surveys of the marine fauna have been limited and pre-date the Tay Wastewater project which was
implemented in 2001 and dramatically reduced sewerage input and will have significantly changed avian prey
abundance. The most complete survey was Kayrallah and Jones (1975) with local surveys in the Inner Tay by
Bentley (1998) and MES (Oakwood (1999). SNH commissioned a broad scale habitat survey (Bates 2004)
whilst Jacobs (2009) surveyed the locality of the V&A to inform EIA and HRA. Species diversity decreases with
distance upstream as far as the limit of salinity at Mugdrum Island, the Middle Tay supporting half the number of
taxa as the Outer Tay. Substrate type is a key factor and the mobility of the shingles at Broughty Ferry further
impoverishes the infauna in proximity to MU10 and MU11.
Bates study (ROAME No F01AA401D) audited the biotopes of the Middle Tay identifying five listed in Table 4.6.
It is likely that the sub-littoral fauna at Broughty Ferry will be like the SNH broad-scale mapping.
Table 4.6. Middle Tay Biotopes

Biotope
IMX MyrtV
LGSAp
IGS MobRS
Mixed oligochaetes
with FvesX
LMU HedMac

Characteristics
Mussel beds
Gravelly sand with polychaete worm bivalve community including Cerastoderma
Impoverished mobile clean sand, with few crustacean and typical fish e.g. goby,
flounder, smelt
Inter-tidal seaweed with oligochaete worms and other fucoid bed associates
Muddy sand with polychaete and Macoma

David Bell (ECOS) surveyed inter-tidal habitat on the western Stannergate section of MU10, for Forth Ports plc
on 10th April 2012. The key features of this section are described below:Macleod Consulting
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A wastewater outfall cased in concrete and protected on both sides by rock armour.
An upper succession halted by a sea wall that variously comprised gabion baskets, demolition waste,
reinforced concrete waste, a concrete vertical wall and a concrete wall with stone upper section, all with
or without protective rock armour.
A steep mobile shingle shore in front of the sea wall.
A eulittoral zone scattered with debris from tipping e.g. brick, concrete.
A eulittoral zone with scattered natural cobbles and rock, embedded in silt or muddy silt.
Fucoids were frequent on cobble and rocks throughout. Fucus vesiculosus, F serratus and Ascophyllum
nodosum were most frequent on mid and lower shore. Upper shore held F canaliculata and F spiralis at
sea walls.
Freshwater inflows originating behind the sea wall encouraged locally high frequencies of green
Enteromorpha algae.

Image 4. Loose shingle and cobbles with fucoids.

There was little or no supra-littoral fauna or flora and only a tiny strandline extending a few metres on detritus in
the NW corner where the port land claim projects from Grassy Beach foreshore. Atriplex species were frequent
and Rumex cripsus was rare; this would broadly concur with a highly impoverished NVC SD2 Honkenya
peploides-Cackile maritima plant community. The dominant life forms in the eulittoral were frequent brown algal
shrubs and a very sparse infauna burrowing in patches of loose sediment, as characterised by very small local
populations of Arenicola, see Image 5.
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Image 5. Arenicola beds

Table 4.7 summarises the inter-tidal biotope complexes as present at Stannergate.
Table 4.7. Inter-tidal biotopes recorded by ECOS, April 2012

Biotope
Complex
LGS.Sh
MLR.BF

MLR.Eph
SLR.F
LMS.MS

Biotope
LGS.BarSh
Barren shingle and gravel
MLR. Fser.F
Frequent Fucus serratus on lower moderately exposed and scattered rocks and cobles
MLR.FvesB
Barnacles and Patella spp and abundant Fucus vesiculosus (with F.serratus and Ascophyllum
nodosum) on exposed rock armour at the sewerage pipe
MLR,Ent
Enteromorpha spp. on freshwater influenced embedded rock, debris and cobbles in the upper
eulittoral
Dense fucoids, F. vesiculusus, on mid-eulittoral rock, debris and cobbles
LMS.MacAre
Impoverished and sparse Arenicola marina beds occupying muddy sand in mosaics with the
brown algae attached to rocks and cobbles

An ECOS inter-tidal walkover survey on 12th October 2017 confirmed a similar range of intertidal habitat along
Douglas Terrace, Fisher Street and at Beach Crescent. Bare silty mud was a local feature along Douglas
Terrace, whilst the very poorly vegetated loose shingle dominated at Fisher Street and Beach Crescent, see
Images 6-8. A feature of all sections was the presence of mobile shingle substrate on the upper shore. This held
no vegetation and permanent fauna were likely to be absent, and it is within this impoverished zone that the
proposed flood protection land claim would take place.
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Image 6. Douglas Terrace

Image 7. Fisher Street
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Image 8. Beach Crescent

The inter-tidal habitats along Douglas Terrace and Fisher Street were highly disturbed during the laying of the
1metre diameter Tay Wastewater pipe in 2001. Existing baseline is man-made, as recovered from the works
shown on Images 9 and 10.

Image 9. Douglas Terrace, Broughty Ferry
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Image 10. Fisher Street, Broughty Ferry

(c) Baseline data – birds
(a) British Trust for Ornithology (BTO) Wetland Bird Surveys (WeBS) data
On the north shore of the Middle and Outer Tay there are only two large core WSBs Core Count sectors, 87411
Stannergate and 87413 Monifieth, see Figure 4.2. Monifieth is a priority count sector whilst the Stannergate is
not, due to low bird interest, and therefore not regularly counted.

Figure 4.2 From BTO WeBS
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(i) Core counts - high tide roost count data, Sector 87411 Stannergate
WeBS high tide core counts sector 87411 covers the coast from the Tay Rail Bridge to the projected line of
Westfield Road on Douglas Terrace. Being a low priority WeBS sector, the sector is not often covered and over
the last five years has only been counted over one winter season, 2013-14, see Annex A. Numbers of birds
roosting onshore or resting/feeding offshore in this sector are very low with a peak total of 42 birds of eight
species recorded in 2013-14. Species recorded, with peak counts in parenthesis, were mute swan (2), eider (6),
cormorant (7), oystercatcher (8), turnstone (4), black-headed gull (12), herring gull (20) and great black-backed
gull (1).
(ii) Core counts - high tide roost count data, Sector 87413, Westfield Road to Buddon Ness (Monifieth)
Monifieth is a key area for roosting waterfowl species on the Tay, primarily due to limited public access at the
Army Firing Ranges at Barry Buddon Ness, which means that the roosts are less frequently disturbed than other
roost sites in the Tay/Eden complex.
The latest WeBS five-year data summary, for 2010/11-2014/15, is provided in Annex B and shows total counts
are highest in winter lying in the range 1,882-3,321 birds with up to 29 species, including gulls and terns,
recorded at roost. Key species are curlew, redshank, turnstone and sandwich tern, of which only sandwich tern
reach international qualifying thresholds on passage, whilst bar-tailed godwit and sanderling reach national
qualifying thresholds, see Table 4.8.
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Table 4.8.Summary of 5yr and 15yr mean peak counts, in relation to national and international qualifying thresholds

SPECIES

Autumn
peak cf
National
Threshold

Winter
peak cf
National
Threshold

Spring
peak cf
National
Threshold

Annual
peak cf
National
Threshold

Autumn
peak cf
International
Threshold

Winter
peak cf
International
Threshold

Spring
peak cf
International
Threshold

Annual
peak cf
International
Threshold

Aut
5yr
mean
of
peaks

Spr
5yr
mean
of
peaks

Ann
5yr
mean
of
peaks

36

36

105

2

1

25

94

Mute Swan

14%

5%

5%

14%

33%

11%

11%

33%

Shelduck

N/A

N/A

0%

0%

N/A

N/A

0%

0%

Wigeon

2%

1%

1%

2%

0%

0%

0%

1%

Gadwall

N/A

0%

N/A

0%

N/A

0%

N/A

0%

Mallard

1%

1%

0%

1%

0%

0%

0%

0%

50

80

28

85

Eider

38%

9%

36%

43%

2%

0%

2%

2%

207

48

200

236

Goldeneye

N/A

1%

N/A

1%

N/A

0%

N/A

0%

1

Redbreasted
Merganser

N/A

1%

1%

1%

N/A

0%

0%

0%

1

1

1

Goosander

54%

1%

8%

56%

2%

0%

0%

2%

65

1

10

67

Cormorant

0%

1%

N/A

1%

0%

0%

N/A

0%

1

2

Grey Heron

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

1

1

Moorhen

N/A

N/A

0%

0%

N/A

N/A

0%

0%

Oystercatcher

6%

16%

8%

18%

2%

6%

3%

7%

177

524

Ringed
Plover

50%

25%

N/A

36%

23%

12%

N/A

17%

170

85

Golden
Plover

2%

N/A

N/A

2%

1%

N/A

N/A

1%

75

Grey Plover

1%

4%

0%

5%

0%

1%

0%

1%

5

17

Knot

3%

6%

N/A

6%

2%

4%

N/A

4%

88

182

46%

84%

27%

111%

6%

11%

4%

15%

73

134

43

178

0%

12%

0%

12%

0%

3%

0%

3%

13

416

1

416

218%

182%

26%

234%

69%

58%

8%

74%

827

690

100

888

1%

3%

0%

4%

0%

0%

0%

1%

8

41

2

55

Redshank

15%

13%

12%

17%

7%

7%

6%

9%

179

159

140

204

Turnstone

23%

14%

10%

21%

8%

5%

4%

7%

110

68

50

103

Blackheaded Gull

0%

0%

N/A

0%

0%

0%

N/A

1%

80

17

Lesser
Blackbacked Gull

0%

N/A

N/A

0%

0%

N/A

N/A

0%

3

Herring Gull

4%

0%

0%

4%

3%

0%

0%

3%

267

Great Blackbacked Gull

N/A

0%

0%

0%

N/A

0%

0%

0%

*200%

N/A

N/A

*200%

6%

N/A

N/A

6%

Sanderling
Dunlin
Bar-tailed
Godwit
Curlew

Sandwich
Tern

105

Win
5yr
mean
of
peaks

68

57
1

100

1

1

2
1

2

1

0

250

570
122
75

1

20
184

103
3

6

18

278

3

2

3
100

(iii) Roost and sub-roost locations, Sectors 87411 and 87413, Stannergate and Monifieth
Roosting behaviour is determined by human disturbance, which is significant along the Stannergate where there
is a busy walkway and cycleway within metres of the edge of the estuary and the beach between Broughty Ferry
Castle and the entrance to Buddon Ranges. There are three main roosts within the two core count sectors, one
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at the Balmossie sewage outfall and two on Buddon Ness, see Figure 4.3. The two further sub-roosts are
present at the lifeboat pier on Douglas Terrace and on the outer breakwater of Broughty Harbour (clearly tolerant
of disturbance and likely to remain so during construction works which although nearby are not directly affecting
the roost). The esplanade beach is totally dependent on lack of disturbance and roosting is quite rare during
normal daylight hours. Figure 4.3 is based on the combined site-specific high and low count knowledge gained
by Bruce Lynch and David Bell over 30 years and shows that the main roosts lie outwith the proposed flood
protection works, the nearest being 2.5km to the east at Balmossie. The two Buddon roosts are 5km east and
absorb birds disturbed from the three other north shore roosts, as well as the frequently disturbed Tentsmuir
Point high tide roost on the south shore.

Figure 4.3. High tide roost summary WeBS core Sectors 87411 and 87413, Stannergate and Monifieth

(b) Stannergate and Broughty Ferry Harbour WeBS low tide count data
WeBS low tide counts were last completed November-February 2012-13 when the relevant mudflats BT095,
BT096, BT097, BT098 were counted monthly, November-February, see Figure 4.4 for mudflat count sector
locations and their position in relation to sections of the scheme.
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Figure 4.4. WeBS low count sectors, relative to proposed flood protection works

Table 4.8 summarises the extent of the mudflats counted at low tide. Inter-tidal areas are between 3 and 8ha and
in total are only 22ha of the inter-tidal mudflat present in these four WeBS sectors and only 9ha of the 22ha are
in proximity to the proposed below MHWS works sections (BT095 and BT096). This is an extremely small area
by comparison with the total 6,947.2ha of inter-tidal area within the SPA.
Table 4.8. Habitat character of surveyed mudflats

Floodwater Protection Works
Sector

Mudflat Sector
Code

Intertidal Area

Sub-tidal
Area

NonTotal
tidal Area Area

See Fig. 4.4

(ha)

(ha)

(ha)

(ha)

BT095

3

31

0

34

Section 2. Fisher Street

BT096

6

34

0

40

Section 4. Grassy Beach

BT097

5

49

0

54

Adjacent section (not directly affected by
works)

BT098

8

57

0

65

22

171

0

193

Section 2. Fisher Street and
Section 3. Beach Crescent

Total area (ha)

The total inter-tidal area counted at low tide was 193ha with full details of species peaks and density in Annex B,
and a summary in Tables 4.9 and 4.10. Note that BT098 lies to the west of any proposed works and will not be
directly impacted, whilst only a small part of Section 4 Grassy Beach (BT097) will be affected and this mudflat
holds the lowest total number of birds.
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Table 4.9. WeBS low tide count summary, peak winter count 2012/13

Species

Mudflat
BT095

BT096

BT097

BT098

Mute swan

7

3

0

0

Mallard

6

0

0

1

Eider

19

22

2

0

Goldeneye

0

0

1

0

Common scoter

0

15

0

0

Red-breasted merganser

10

2

10

33

Slavonian grebe

1

0

0

0

Cormorant

3

1

1

1

Grey heron

2

1

0

1

Oystercatcher

19

18

23

6

lapwing

0

0

0

2

Curlew

2

4

2

1

Redshank

3

10

3

5

Turnstone

5

17

2

0

Black-headed gull

37

20

23

74

Common gull

4

5

1

9

Lesser black-backed gull

1

0

0

0

Herring gull

43

6

4

6

Great black-backed gull

1

0

0

0

Peak total wildfowl, cormorants and
herons

48

44

14

36

Peak total waders

29

49

30

14

Peak total gull

86

31

27

89

Peak total

163

124

71

139

Table 4.10. WeBS Low tide summary, peak and mean densities (birds/hectare), 2012/13

Species
Mute swan
Mallard
Eider
Goldeneye
Common scoter
Red-breasted
merganser
Slavonian grebe
Cormorant
Grey heron
Oystercatcher

BT095
Peak
0.24
0.18
0.61
0.03
0
0.32
0
0.09
0.067
6.33
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Mean
0.16
0.07
0.23
0
0
0.25

BT096
Peak
0.09
0
0.65
0
0.44
0.06

Mudflat
BT097
Mean
Peak
0.02
0
0
0
0.26
0.04
0
0.02
0.11
0
0.04
0.20

0.01
0.03
0.42
1.92

0
0.03
0.17
3.00

0
0.01
0.04
1.67

February 2018

0
0.02
0
4.60

Whole
of Tay

Mean
0
0
0.01
0.01
0
0.14

BT098
Peak
0
0.02
0
0
0
0.58

Mean
0
0
0
0
0
0.26

Mean
0.03
0.06
4.13
0.02
0.20
0.02

0
0.00
0
3.10

0
0.02
0.13
0.75

0
0.01
0.06
0.34

0.00
0.01
0.01
0.43
32
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BT095
Peak
Lapwing
0
Curlew
0.67
Redshank
1.00
Turnstone
1.67
Black-headed gull 1.09
Common gull
0.12
Lesser
black- 0.03
backed gull
Herring gull
1.26
Great
black- 0.03
backed gull
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Mean
0
0.58
0.58
0.42
0.74
0.08
0.01

BT096
Peak
0
0.67
1.67
2.83
0.50
0.13
0

Mudflat
BT097
Mean
Peak
0
0
0.33
0.40
0.67
0.60
1.04
0.40
0.29
0.43
0.08
0.02
0
0

0.59
0.01

0.15
0

0.12
0

Species

0.07
0

Whole
of Tay

Mean
0
0.20
0.50
0.10
0.23
0.01
0

BT098
Peak
0.25
0.13
0.63
0
1.14
0.14
0

Mean
0.06
0.03
0.19
0
0.50
0.07
0

Mean
0.10
0.11
0.15
0.07
0.08
0.07
0.00

0.06
0

0.09
0

0.05
0

0.04
0.00

The following observations are based on the tables above.
 Intertidal habitat is very limited in extent between Stannergate and Broughty Ferry harbour, only 22ha in
total, only 0.39% of the SPA total of approximately 6947ha.
 Peak high tide counts of SPA and pSPA qualifying species are low, rarely exceeding 20 birds of any
species. This confirms the absence of a main roost and any significant open water assemblage in
proximity to the proposed works.
 Low tide counts of the four mudflats potentially affected by the proposed scheme confirm higher peak
and mean densities than for the whole of the Tay for gulls, oystercatcher, curlew, redshank and
turnstone.
 Offshore Red-breasted merganser prefer BT095 and BT097.
(ii) Forth Ports Data, MU10 and MU11, Stannergate to Broughty Ferry Harbour
For the whole sector from Stannergate to Broughty Ferry harbour, through the tide counts were undertaken by
ECOS weekly from October 2010 to March 2011, hourly counts recording numbers of birds throughout the tidal
cycle. Tables 4.11 and 4.12 summarise the results for two points in the tidal cycle, low and high tide.
Roosting bird counts, Table 4.11, were higher than those recorded at low tide, although involving similar species.
The pier at the lifeboat station was the preferred roost, used by low numbers of oystercatcher, redshank and
turnstone. Occasionally when high tide coincided with low levels of human disturbance, there was an
oystercatcher sub-roost on Broughty Harbour south east breakwater and rarely, on the slips at the yacht club.
The peak count of turnstone in March 2011 were birds feeding at high tide on seaweed mounded against the port
bund at the Stannergate, which is outwith the proposed working areas.
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Table 4.11. ECOS High tide summary, October 2010-March 2011

Species
Mute Swan
Tufted Duck
Eider
Mallard
Goldeneye
Red-Br. Merganser
Oystercatcher
Ringed Plover
Golden Plover
Lapwing
Curlew
Redshank
Turnstone
Cormorant
Heron
Peak total

Oct
2010
45
0
0
9
0
1
7
0
0
0
0
0
4
3
0
69

Nov
2010
54
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
3
8
1
0
69

Dec
2010
127
13
0
30
1
1
19
2
3
1
2
8
5
0
1
213

Jan
2011
54
0
8
20
6
2
116
0
0
0
2
10
0
0
0
218

Feb
2011
53
0
11
32
6
11
23
0
0
0
2
0
12
1
0
151

Mar
2011
57
0
14
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
15
43
0
0
135

Oct-Mar
Peak(Month)
127 (Dec)
13 (Dec)
14 (Mar)
32 (Feb)
6 (Jan & Feb)
11 (Feb)
116 (Jan)
2 (Dec)
3 (Dec)
1 (Dec)
2 (Dec, Jan & Feb)
15 (Mar)
43 (Mar)
3 (Oct)
1 (Dec)
389

In comparison bird numbers at low tide were similar to BTO data with a slightly higher figure for oystercatcher.
The swans were feeding on dumped grain at the lifeboat station, which was regularly topped up by swan
enthusiasts during these counts, artificially increasing the number of mute swans recorded, with a peak of 121
birds. This swan feed station is no longer maintained.
Table 4.12. ECOS Low tide summary, October 2010-March 2011

Species
Mute Swan
Eider
Mallard
Goldeneye
Red-Br. Merganser
Oystercatcher
Ringed Plover
Golden Plover
Lapwing
Dunlin
Curlew
Redshank
Turnstone
Cormorant
Heron
Guillemot
Peak Total
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Oct
2010
93
0
0
0
11
24
0
0
0
0
4
6
22
11
6
1
178

Nov
2010
43
0
0
0
3
31
0
9
0
0
7
13
0
3
1
0
110

Dec
2010
121
14
48
1
7
54
4
5
2
1
7
13
7
1
2
0
287

February 2018

Jan
2011
78
1
0
1
14
21
0
0
0
0
4
18
2
0
1
0
140

Feb
2011
54
5
2
0
17
64
0
0
0
0
4
28
8
1
1
0
184

Mar
2011
44
3
8
0
0
21
0
0
0
0
6
4
4
0
0
0
90

Oct-Mar
Peak
121 (Dec)
14 (Dec)
48 (Dec)
1 (Dec & Jan)
17 (Feb)
64 (Feb)
4 (Dec)
9 (Nov)
2 (Dec)
1 (Dec)
7 (Nov & Dec)
28 (Feb)
22 (Oct)
11 (Oct)
6 (Oct)
1 (Oct)
356
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Seals

The Firth of Tay is noted for its population of grey and harbour seal, which are monitored by the Scottish
Mammal Research Unit (SMRU), based at St Andrews University. Callan Duck (SMRU) provided the summary
reproduced below as Figure 4.
The Figure includes a histogram summarising the steep decline in numbers of harbour seals since 1996 and the
locations of main haulouts for grey seals (blue) and harbour seals (red). On this basis there are no significant
aggregations of any seal species on the north shore of Tay at Broughty Ferry and the vulnerable harbour seal, at
least in 2016, was only recorded from the vicinity of the Tay rail bridge and on inner estuary mudflats below
Newburgh.
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Figure 4.5. Tay Seal summary for 2016, provided by Callan Duck (SMRU)
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Cetaceans

DCC commissioned a data collation from Seawatch, and this was completed by Kathy James (Seawatch) and
Professor Peter Evans, Bangor University in September 2017. This report provided an analysis of all the Firth of
Tay coastal cell cetacean data held by the Seawatch Foundation data for the periods 1980-2010 and 2011-2017.
Fourteen species have been recorded since 1980, four of which are regularly recorded - bottlenose dolphin and
harbour porpoise in coastal inshore water and white-beaked dolphin and minke whale offshore, remaining
species being casuals or vagrants.
Bottlenose dolphin are the most numerous, and the only species to frequent the outer Tay, see Figure 4.6.
Animals are present in summer months peaking between May and August, when 20-40 individuals would be
normal, 60 exceptional, when penetration would be limited to the Tay rail bridge. Most, if not all, visiting dolphins
belong to the Moray Firth population and their use is seasonal, summer only, and recent as a result of the range
expansion of this population since the mid-1990s.

DRAFT F OR C OMMENT

Figure 4.6. Distribution of sightings of bottlenose dolphin (top: 1980-2010; bottom: 2011-17), from Evan and James

Since 2010, common porpoise has been less frequently recorded south of Montrose and records in the Tay area
were uncommon when compared to the period 1980-2010. Peak sightings in south-east Scotland usually occur
between July and August. Two further species that regularly occur are white-beaked dolphin and minke whale;
both are much more likely to be encountered offshore in summer than winter and normally within the range 1030km from the outer Tay.
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CONSIDERATION OF PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT IN RELATION TO THE
CONSERVATION (NATURAL HABITATS, &C.) REGULATIONS 1994 AS
AMENDED, REGULATION 48
Are the proposals related to conservation management of the Natura Site(s)?

The proposals are not directly connected with, or necessary, to conservation management of the Site.

5.2

Is the proposal likely to have a significant effect on the Natura Site(s)?

As the project is not in any way connected to conservation management of designated sites then the potential
effects must be scoped to determine whether or not there is a likely significant adverse effect; if so, an
appropriate assessment is required.
5.2.1
Scoping of effects
The following initial scoping exercise is intended to identify and remove those sites and their qualifying features
which would clearly not be affected by the development and the conclusions below concur with SNH advice,
provided in December 2017.
5.2.1.1 Sites removed from scoping
1. River Tay SAC qualifying features are: clearwater lakes or lochs with aquatic vegetation and poor to
moderate nutrient levels; Atlantic salmon; brook lamprey; river lamprey, sea lamprey; and otter. The
lakes and lochs habitat feature will not be affected by the scheme; however fish and otter features could
be potentially affected, with the exception of brook lamprey, which are resident in the upper reaches of
the Tay river catchment.
Atlantic salmon, river and sea lamprey migrate up the Tay but will not be adversely affected. There will
be no change to existing underwater noise levels, because no “in-water” piling is proposed and this will
be stipulated in Contractors’ Documents. There will be no new physical impedances in the outer Tay
and no loss of inter-tidal or sub-tidal habitat use by any of the fish species for spawning or early
development; therefore there is no predicted effect on the three migratory fish species. Otter are present
on the outer Tay but uncommonly reported with records from the Port of Dundee (D. Bell per obs). Otter
status in Scotland is very favourable and given their tolerance of human activity there will be no adverse
effect on this feature.
DRAFT F OR C OMMENT

There will therefore be no adverse effect on the River Tay SAC requiring any further assessment.
2. Moray Firth SAC qualifying features are: sub-tidal sandbanks and bottle nose dolphins. Sand banks
located in the Moray Firth will not be affected by the Broughty Ferry Flood Protection Scheme.
Bottlenose dolphins which are members of the Moray Firth group do visit the outer Tay in summer and
can be regularly seen off Broughty Ferry from May-September, (Evans (2017)). No intrusive works e.g.
piling will take place below tide level where noise transmission would be an issue. Neither construction
nor operation will result in any increase in underwater noise levels and therefore there will be no
adverse effects on dolphin communication and activity. No “in-water” piling is proposed and this will be
stipulated in Contractors’ Documents.
There will therefore be no adverse effect on the Moray Firth SAC requiring any further
assessment.
3. Isle of May SAC features are reefs and grey seals and neither will be affected by development. The
reefs are remote from the development and grey seals do not any use of the Broughty Ferry area of
coastline for breeding. A few can be seen offshore feeding, but these will not be affected for the reasons
stated for bottle-nose dolphin. No “in-water” piling is proposed and this will be stipulated in Contractors’
Documents.
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There will therefore be no adverse effect on the Isle of May SAC requiring any further
assessment.
4. As the Firth of Tay and Eden Estuary Ramsar Site interests are the same as the Firth of Tay and
Eden Estuary SPA the assessment for the SPA, see below, will include an assessment of all of the
qualifying features within the Ramsar site and therefore it is not necessary to assess the Firth of Tay
and Eden Estuary Ramsar Site separately.
For each of the three remaining Natura Sites (Firth of Tay and Eden Estuary SAC, Firth of Tay and Eden Estuary
SPA and Outer Firth of Forth and St Andrews Bay Complex pSPA) Table 5.1 below lists each of the qualifying
features. The table also seeks to assess if there is a likelihood of a potentially significant adverse effect on the
feature as a consequence of implementing the proposals and presents a brief “Reason” for arriving at the
conclusion.
Table 5.1. Scoping matrix
Natura Site
Qualifying
Name
Feature
Firth of Tay and
Eden Estuary
SAC

Potentially
Significant
effect?

Reasons

Estuaries

Yes

Intertidal
mud and
sandflats

Yes

Sub-tidal
sandbanks

Yes

Harbour seal
(Phoca
vitulina)

No

There will be net loss of 3.38ha ha, with a temporary
impact over a further 16.54ha, a total impact area of
19.92ha.
This SAC qualifying habitat is likely to be significantly
adversely affected by the scheme.
As above
This SAC qualifying habitat is likely to be significantly
adversely affected by the scheme.
None in proximity to the development therefore no likely
direct effect.
Although proposed permanent structures are very local
and habitat loss small in scale these changes are likely to
have an adverse impact on sedimentary processes
creating and maintaining this feature.
This SAC qualifying habitat is likely to be significantly
adversely affected by the scheme.
SMRU data confirms that the main haulouts of harbour
seals are at Tentsmuir Point (11km SSE). Local haulouts
are on the Lady Bank (4km east) and between the bridges
on the Middle Bank (6km west). The distance to the
haulouts makes it very unlikely that they would be
disturbed, particularly as there will be no underwater noise
generation from piling as this will be carried out in the
inter-tidal zone when the tide is out. No “in-water” piling is
proposed and this will be stipulated in Contractors’
Documents.
Harbour seals do forage in the waters off Broughty Ferry
but, due to recent local population decline, only in very
small numbers and there is no reason why terrestrial
activities during construction and operation would affect
very local feeding opportunities.
This SAC qualifying species will not be significantly
adversely affected by the scheme.
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Natura Site
Name

Qualifying
Feature

Potentially
Significant
effect?

Reasons

Firth of Tay and
Eden Estuary
SPA

Bar-tailed
godwit
(Limosa
lapponica)

No

This species is not regularly recorded feeding on Mudflats
BT095-BT098.
This species will not be significantly adversely affected by
the scheme.

Common
scoter
(Melanitta
nigra)

No

Cormorant
(Phalacrocorax
carbo)

No

A sea duck not commonly frequenting the Broughty Ferry
area, 15 birds recorded offshore from BTO96 in 2011/13.
Presence likely to be determined by Easterly gales.
This species will not be significantly adversely affected by
the scheme.
The nearest significant roosts are the piers of the old and
new Tay rail bridge and only during the non-breeding
season. This has not been frequently used in the last
three years and most tend to roost on Lucky Scaup and
on navigation channel light platforms.
These roosts are all offshore and will not be disturbed.
A few cormorant hunt fish in the estuary off Broughty
Ferry but not in numbers likely to cause a significant
effect. This is a highly mobile species making wide use of
the estuary between Tentsmuir Point and Perth, and, if
disturbed, feeding opportunities would not be significantly
compromised.
This species will not be significantly adversely affected by
the scheme.
This species is not regularly recorded feeding on the
Mudflats BT095-BT098
This species will not be significantly adversely affected by
the scheme.
A few eider are present in the estuary off Broughty Ferry,
normally fewer than 25 birds, but not in numbers likely to
cause a significant effect. Flocks on the southern shore
and Tentsmuir Point have exceeded 10,000 birds.
This species will not be significantly adversely affected by
the scheme.
Winter and passage visitor infrequently recorded off
Broughty Ferry, maximum of six recently, Jan-Feb 2011.
This species will not be significantly adversely affected by
the scheme.
Other than a summer moulting flock roosting at Lucky
Scaup, an island 3km SE, off Tayport in the River Tay,
there is no other known regular use in proximity to
Broughty Ferry.
This species will not be significantly adversely affected by
the scheme.
This species is not recorded feeding on the Mudflats
BT095-BT098.
This species will not be significantly adversely affected by
the scheme.
DRAFT F OR C OMMENT

Dunlin
(Calidris
alpina)

No

Eider
(Somateria
mollissima)

No

Goldeneye
(Bucephala
clangula)

No

Goosander
(Mergus
merganser)

No

Grey plover
(Pluvialis
squaterola)

No
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Qualifying
Feature

Potentially
Significant
effect?

Reasons

Greylag
goose
(Anser
anser)

No

Black-tailed
godwit
(Limosa
limosa)

No

Little tern
(Sterna
albifrons)
Long-tailed
duck
(Clangula
hyemalis)

No

Marsh
harrier
(Circus
aeruginosus)
Oystercatcher
(Haematopus
ostralegus)
Pink-footed
goose
(Anser
brachyrhync
hos)
Redbreasted
merganser
(Mergus
serrator)
Redshank
(Tringa
totanus)

No

Greylag geese are not frequently reported at Broughty
Ferry. Presence is only at night when roosting and
therefore unlikely to be disturbed by day-time construction
activities.
This species will not be significantly adversely affected by
the scheme.
Found only on the Eden estuary and a few (<10 birds) in
Kingoodie Bay.
This species is not recorded feeding on the Mudflats
BT095-BT098.
This species will not be significantly adversely affected by
the scheme.
Summer visitor, none currently nest within the SPA.
This species will not be significantly adversely affected by
the scheme.
Coastal sea duck found off Tentsmuir and in St Andrews
Bay but not normally frequenting the Tay at Broughty
Ferry.
This species will not be significantly adversely affected by
the scheme.
This species is a migrant summer breeder in the inner Tay
reedbeds and makes no use of the outer Tay for hunting.
This species will not be significantly adversely affected by
the scheme.
Feeds and roosts in relatively small numbers in proximity
to proposed works.
This SPA qualifying habitat is likely to be significantly
adversely affected by the scheme

Sanderling
(Calidris
alba)

No

Macleod Consulting
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Yes

No

Yes

Yes

As for greylag geese. Although more frequently recorded
roosting offshore at night, when works will not be taking
place.
This species will not be significantly adversely affected by
the scheme.
A highly mobile wildfowl species found in low numbers off
Broughty Ferry outside the breeding season.
This SPA qualifying habitat is likely to be significantly
adversely affected by the scheme
Redshank feed and roost in low numbers in proximity to
the proposed works
This SPA qualifying habitat is likely to be significantly
adversely affected by the scheme
This species is not regularly recorded feeding on the
Mudflats BT095-BT098.
This species will not be significantly adversely affected by
the scheme.
February 2018
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Qualifying
Feature

Potentially
Significant
effect?

Reasons

Shelduck
(Tadorna
tadorna)

No

Velvet scoter
(Mellanitta
fusca)

No

This species is not regularly recorded feeding on the
Mudflats BT095-BT098
This species will not be significantly adversely affected by
the scheme.
A sea duck frequenting St Andrews Bay and open sea off
Tentsmuir. Not regularly recorded at Broughty Ferry.
This species will not be significantly adversely affected by
the scheme.

Waterfowl
assemblage

No

Due to low numbers of birds found at Broughty Ferry,
peak roosting 218 in January 2011 and peak total feeding
of 163 birds. In the context of an estuary that has held up
to 48,000 waterfowl a local displacement of such low
order is not significant.
The species assemblage will not be significantly adversely
affected by the scheme.

Un-named
waterfowl
assemblage:
Turnstone

Yes

Feeding and roosting turnstone frequent the areas of
proposed works in small numbers.
This SPA qualifying habitat is likely to be significantly
adversely affected by the scheme.

All

Yes

None of the breeding qualifying features nest in proximity
to the Middle Tay, therefore impacts are limited to feeding
birds during the breeding season, or non-breeding bird
aggregations at other times.
Although the potential number of pSPA bird species using
the area is small, the loss of habitat and potential physical
changes to habitat used could have a significant adverse
effect on feeding opportunities.
This SAC qualifying habitat is likely to be significantly
adversely affected by the scheme.
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CONCLUSION OF HRA SCOPING

According to scoping, and advice from SNH, several qualifying interests of the Firth of Tay and Eden Estuary
SAC and SPA and Outer Firth of Forth and St Andrews Bay Complex pSPA could be significantly adversely
affected by the proposed scheme, see Table 6.1.
Table 6.1. Summary of sites and features to be assessed in the HRA.
European Site
Feature (s) likely to be adversely
affected by proposals.
Firth of Tay and Eden Estuary SAC

Estuaries; inter-tidal mudflats and sandflats; sub-tidal
sandbanks

Firth of Tay and Eden Estuary SPA

Red-breasted merganser; oystercatcher; redshank; unnamed
assemblage- turnstone

Outer Firth of Forth and St Andrews Bay
Complex pSPA

Breeding bird features (feeding only); Non-breeding
aggregations

7

ASSESSMENT OF EFFECTS ON EUROPEAN SITES POTENTIALLY
ADVERSELY AFFECTED BY DEVELOPMENT

The following assessment focuses on those Sites and features of those Sites that are likely to be adversely
affected by flood protection proposals, as summarised in Sections 7.1, and 7.2 assesses potential impact on
targeted qualifying species in terms of their Conservation Objectives (COs).
.
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Firth of Tay and Eden Estuary SAC

Qualifying
Feature

Conservation Objective (CO)
Extent of the habitat on
site

Distribution of the habitat
within site

Structure and function of the
habitat

Processes supporting the
habitat

Distribution of the
typical species of the
habitat

Viability of typical
species as components
of the habitat

No significant.
disturbance of
typical species of
the habitat

Estuaries

The total area of
habitat within the
SAC is 15,441ha
and the area of
permanent habitat
loss will be 3.36ha
(0.022%), whilst a
further 16.54ha
(0.11%) is likely to
be indirectly
impacted. Habitats
impacted are largely
mobile shingle of
lower value and
man-made.

Potential impacts are
limited only to the Firth of
Tay and there will be no
impact on the Eden
Estuary component of the
SAC. The greatest
majority of the Firth of
Tay, approximately
99.99% of the SAC, will
remain at its current
baseline condition and
there will be no significant
adverse effect on
distribution of habitat.
Total habitat loss is low
and duration of indirect
impact is very short with
natural restoration to
similar habitats present
prior to disturbance.

The Firth of Tay and
Eden estuary SAC has
been denigrated by
human activities, that
currently include port
activities, industrial and
sewerage discharges,
new annual dredging for
port access, recreational
land-claim and former
land-fills on the Inner Tay
and Eden. The Eden has
been heavily constrained
by gabion type coastal
defences along its
northern shore to protect
RAF Leuchars and in
Balgove Bay to protect
the Old Course golf links.
The southern Eden
shoreline is constrained
by a flood embankment,
behind which pumps
artificially lower the water
levels on the Eden
Course and adjacent
farmland.

Extensive modelling by
Mott Macdonald and a
data review by Dong
(2018) have shown that
the hydrodynamic
processes on the Tay
are high energy and the
estuarine substrates
undergo rapid, and
periodically catastrophic,
changes influenced by
tide height and wind
direction. The area
impacted by the
scheme is tiny and will
not have a significant
adverse effect on these
processes,

The habitats
affected by the
works are very
small in area and
not species -rich.
The type of habitat
impacted by the
scheme is
widespread in the
estuary and the
distribution of
species and their
abundance will not
change as a result
of the habitat loss.

The greatest majority
of the estuarine
habitat, and the most
species-rich habitat
will not be affected
and this also applies
to the typical
species.

Species
associated with
mobile shingle
and mud are
mobile and
capable of
rapidly
recolonising any
disturbed
habitat.

This tiny permanent
loss will have no
significant adverse
impact on the extent
of this habitat.
Studies have shown
that the area
indirectly impacted
will recover quickly
after completion of
works and the
changes are
therefore of short
duration and, with
restoration to a
Macleod Consulting
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.
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Indirectly disturbed
habitat will reach a
new equilibrium
within a matter of
days or weeks
(Dong 2018) of
completing works.

Those habitats that
are affected are
largely man-made,
mobile shingle,
species poor and
works will not have a
significant adverse
effect.

The area
directly affected
is so small that
there will be no
significant
disturbance.
.

The distribution of
typical species will
not change.

Against these
background activities the
scale of the proposed
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Conservation Objective (CO)
Extent of the habitat on
site

Distribution of the habitat
within site

similar particulate
equilibrium,
reversible.
Inter-tidal
Mudflats
and
sandflats

Direct impact is
largely limited to
unstable, mobile
shingle.
The normal
maximum extent of
any indirect impact
on the mudflats and
sandflats will be
20m, affecting a tiny
area of the mudflat
and sandflat beyond
the shingle. Sampled
sediments are single
grain sized and will
resettle quickly to
form a similar habitat
in the new
equilibrium.

Structure and function of the
habitat

Processes supporting the
habitat

Distribution of the
typical species of the
habitat

Viability of typical
species as components
of the habitat

No significant.
disturbance of
typical species of
the habitat

As for estuaries, there
will be no significant
change

As for estuaries,
there will be no
significant change

As for estuaries,
there will be no
significant change

As for estuaries,
there will be no
significant
change.

Processes supporting
the habitat will remain
unaltered.

Species distribution
will not change.

The viability of the
associated species is
determined by an
estuary wide scale of
influences e.g. lunar
cycle, tidal height,
wind direction, wave

Compared to
the naturally
high background
levels of
disturbance
there will be no
significant

flood protection scheme
will not have a significant
adverse impact.
The distribution of the
habitat will remain
unchanged due to
absence of any significant
impact.

As for the estuaries
feature, there will be no
significant change.
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No adverse effect on
the extent of this
habitat.
Sub-tidal
sandbanks

Review of available
data has shown that
there will be no
impact on this
habitat due to the
very limited footprint
of the works.
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The current baseline for
this habitat will remain
unaffected.

There will be no change
to the structure function
of the habitat.
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Conservation Objective (CO)
Extent of the habitat on
site

For these three SAC
qualifying features,
this conservation
objective will
continue to be met
during and after
development.
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Distribution of the habitat
within site

For these three SAC
qualifying features, this
conservation objective will
continue to be met during
and after development.

Structure and function of the
habitat

For these three SAC
qualifying features, this
conservation objective
will continue to be met
during and after
development.
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Processes supporting the
habitat

For these three SAC
qualifying features, this
conservation objective
will continue to be met
during and after
development.

February 2018

Distribution of the
typical species of the
habitat

For these three
SAC qualifying
features, this
conservation
objective will
continue to be met
during and after
development.

Viability of typical
species as components
of the habitat

No significant.
disturbance of
typical species of
the habitat

height. These
determine sediment
transport and
sediment stability
that would be
unaffected by the
small scale changes
as a result of the
scheme.

disturbance.

For these three SAC
qualifying features,
this conservation
objective will
continue to be met
during and after
development.

For these three
SAC qualifying
features, this
conservation
objective will
continue to be
met during and
after
development.
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Firth of Tay and Eden Estuary SPA and Outer Firth of Forth and St Andrews Bay pSPA

European Site

Firth of Tay and
Eden Estuary
SPA

Feature (s)
likely to be
adversely
affected by
proposals.
Red-breasted
merganser

Conservation Objective (CO)
Objective 1

Objective 2

Objective 3

Objective 4

Objective 5

Population of the species as a viable
component of the site

Distribution of the species
within site

Distribution and extent of
habitats supporting the
species

Structure, function and
supporting processes of
habitats supporting the
species

No significant disturbance
of the species

Numbers in Stannergate are very
low, only one bird on recent WeBS
Core counts, therefore works will
not have any significant adverse
impact on the Tay SPA population,
which has peaked at 109 birds in
recent years (WeBS online data).

Red-breasted
merganser are a highly
mobile wintering
species regularly
commuting upstream to
Perth, to Tayport Bay
(where most
congregate) and to the
Edenmouth and these
more important sectors
of the SPA will not be
impacted by works.

This is an open water
feeding species,
dependent on local fish
populations and
typically present at
Stannergate only on
higher states of the tide
when there is no waterbased reactional
disturbance. The works
will have no impact on
the extent of open water
use of prey species
availability.

Climate change, tidal
cycles, port dredging,
fish migration and
shipping disturbance
could have an adverse
effect on the structure
and function of
supporting processes
but not the very local,
small scale proposed
works of short duration.

On the open water of
the Tay, red-breasted
merganser are
frequently disturbed by
port activities, lifeboat
practice, jet skiers,
yacht club regattas and
races that take place all
year round. Shorebased construction is
unlikely to have any
additional impact due to
high background levels
of disturbance from
public on footpath that
follows the seawall at
Stannergate.

Buddon Ness is the
main north shore roost
for the Outer and Middle
Tay and this will not be
impacted by the works.
Few birds roost in the
Middle Tay.
Oystercatcher is a nonobligate species
frequently roosting and
feeding inland on fields,
play parks, sports
pitches and greenspace

Mussel beds are the
key habitat for this
species and they are
located outwith the area
of any impact of the
works. The largest
being the formerly
seeded and managed
commercial beds on the
Eden.

The distribution of
preferred feeding
habitats are dependent
on the large scale
processes which
determine the
distribution and stability
of sediments and
nutrient input and not
the very local small
scale ones associated
with proposed
structures.

Peak numbers of this
species occur in
January, a month when
there is likely to be little
work on the scheme.
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Oystercatcher

According to the WeBS online
database, the latest annual five
year mean of peaks for the Tay is
2293 birds and Eden 2194, both
peak in January. On the north shore
of the Tay the primary roost is at
Buddon Ness, where the latest
annual five year mean peak was
570 birds
WeBS core data for the
Stannergate suggests that high tide
roosts are small (peak 8 birds) and
presence is highly dependent on
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At Stannergate a small
number do forage over
a wider range of habitat,

This species does
habituate to regular
benign disturbance (Hill
et al. 1997). At the
Stannergate, high
background levels of
human activity created
by walkers, cyclists and
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Conservation Objective (CO)
Objective 1

Objective 2

Objective 3

Objective 4

Objective 5

Population of the species as a viable
component of the site

Distribution of the species
within site

Distribution and extent of
habitats supporting the
species

Structure, function and
supporting processes of
habitats supporting the
species

No significant disturbance
of the species

human activity at the Yacht Club
slipway, on the harbour breakwater
and in the harbour.

around the town.

particularly the young
Arenicola beds and
fucoid covered cobbles
which may have
mussels attached and
these will not be directly
or indirectly impacted
by works.

These sub-roosts are often absent
when public activities e.g. walking
or jet-skiing are taking place at
roost locations. These are clearly
sub-roosts used intermittently
according to prevailing conditions
and not important to maintaining the
population.
The most recent Stannergate
WeBS low tide peak was very low 23 birds.

Numbers of feeding
birds are low along the
Stannergate compared
to Monifieth, Tayport
Bay and the Eden
where extensive mussel
beds are present.
Works will not adversely
affect current
distribution.

cars is likely to reduce
likelihood of disturbance
to a very small number
of birds present during
the main spring and
summer construction
period.
There will be no
significant disturbance
of this species.

Distribution and extent
of key supporting
habitats will not be
adversely affected.
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Works will therefore not adversely
affect viability of this component.
Redshank

Found in low numbers roosting and
feeding in proximity to the proposed
locations of works. Feeding birds
number less than 10, whilst roosting
birds may be slightly higher, less
than 15 birds and exclusively
associated with the lifeboat pier
where they line the wooden pile
supports. Presence and number of
birds is determined by lifeboat
activities.
The most important redshank
roosts on the north shore of the Tay
are the Balmossie outfall where
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Key high tide roosts will
not be disturbed by
works.
Main feeding numbers
on the Firth of Tay are
concentrated on the
southern shore and will
not be affected by
works.
There will be no change
to the distribution of
redshank on the Tay.

February 2018

The north shore
habitats, especially
those at Stannergate,
do not make a
significant contribution
to maintaining passage
and winter populations,
which are dependent on
the muddy southern
shore.
Any changes will be
very local, small scale
and will not adversely
affect the distribution

Proposed works are
very small scale and
indirect impact will be
very short term,
therefore they will have
no effect on the
hydrodynamic
processes.

The main roosts and
feeding areas are
outwith the works area.
The lifeboat sub-roost is
dependent on lifeboat
activities and regularly
disturbed.
Redshank feeding on
the Stannergate feed on
a very narrow inter-tidal
margin shared with dog
walkers, close to well
used footpaths and will
be habituated to human
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Conservation Objective (CO)
Objective 1

Objective 2

Objective 3

Objective 4

Objective 5

Population of the species as a viable
component of the site

Distribution of the species
within site

Distribution and extent of
habitats supporting the
species

Structure, function and
supporting processes of
habitats supporting the
species

No significant disturbance
of the species

more than 100 birds regularly roost
and, if disturbed, they move to
Buddon Ness.

and extent of habitats.

activity.
There will be no
significant disturbance.

Feeding birds at Stannergate are
low in comparison to the Firth of
Tay 2012/13 maximum of 437 birds
and, due to low numbers, viability of
the population will not be adversely
affected.
Unnamed
assemblageturnstone

The main turnstone roost on the
Firth of Tay is on the Balmossie
Outfall, up to 130 birds, with a small
sub- roost on lifeboat pier.
Lifeboat Pier sub-roost numbers
vary within a normal range of 10-30
birds. At this location they roost
30m offshore and are undisturbed,
unless there are lifeboat activities.
Proposed flood protection works will
not disturb this roost.

Main feeding and
roosting sites are
outwith proposed works.
DRAFT F OR C OMMENT

The distribution of
roosting birds will not
change significantly as
a result of works.

WeBS Low tide data for the
Stannergate mudflats recorded
peak of 17 feeding birds in BT096
and a mean of 1-6 for the three
mudflats affected by works.
Accumulations of seaweed at the
west end of the Stannergate (NGR
NO 43585 30930), outwith the
proposed work area have rarely
attracted up to 43 feeding birds at
high tide.
Macleod Consulting
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There will be no
changes to distribution
or extent of habitats
supporting turnstone.

Proposed works are
very small scale and will
have no effect on the
hydrodynamic
processes.

Turnstone have one of
the lowest FID ranges,
5-75m (Collop 2016)
and can tolerate close
approach.
Timing work during
spring and summer will
reduce winter
disturbance to a small
number of birds in a
sector that has a high
level of background
human use.
There will be no
significant disturbance.
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Conservation Objective (CO)
Objective 1

Objective 2

Objective 3

Objective 4

Objective 5

Population of the species as a viable
component of the site

Distribution of the species
within site

Distribution and extent of
habitats supporting the
species

Structure, function and
supporting processes of
habitats supporting the
species

No significant disturbance
of the species

For these qualifying
features, this
conservation objective
will continue to be met
during and after
development.

For these qualifying
features, this
conservation objective
will continue to be met
during and after
development.

For these qualifying
features, this
conservation objective
will continue to be met
during and after
development.

For these qualifying
features, this
conservation objective
will continue to be met
during and after
development.

None of proposed
qualifying breeding
interests breed in the
Firth of Tay.

None of proposed
qualifying breeding
interests breed in the
Firth of Tay.

None of proposed
qualifying breeding
interests breed in the
Firth of Tay.

None of proposed
qualifying breeding
interests breed in the
Firth of Tay.

CO Maintained

CO Maintained

CO Maintained

CO Maintained

A very small number
may be dispersed from
the area of works, which
often occurs anyway
due to high background

Gulls are supported by
a very wide range of
food sources across a
wide geographical area
and the habitat loss to

Habitats visited by gulls
are determined by
estuary-wide processes
that will not be
adversely affected by

A small number of gulls
may be disturbed but
this will not be
significant in terms

Roosting and feeding birds are low
in number and will not adversely
affect the viability of the population.
Conclusion

For these qualifying features, this
conservation objective will continue
to be met during and after
development.
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Outer Firth of
Forth and St
Andrews Bay
Complex pSPA

Breeding bird
features:

None of the proposed qualifying
breeding interests breed in the Firth
of Tay.
CO Maintained

Non-breeding aggregations
Gulls, excluding
little gull
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Three common wintering gulls are
listed as qualifying interests to the
pSPA. Non-breeding herring,
common and black-headed gulls
frequent the locality of the works at
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Conservation Objective (CO)
Objective 1

Objective 2

Objective 3

Objective 4

Objective 5

Population of the species as a viable
component of the site

Distribution of the species
within site

Distribution and extent of
habitats supporting the
species

Structure, function and
supporting processes of
habitats supporting the
species

No significant disturbance
of the species

all times of the year, but numbers
are not normally included in the
WeBS core counts.

levels of human activity
e.g. walkers, jets skiers
and sailing boats

the scheme will not
have an adverse effect.

the proposed works.

Habitats impacted by

Dong (2018) has shown

Recent WeBS Monifieth Core
Counts by David Bell have included
these gull species and for 2017-18
they lie in the lower ranges of
abundance: common gull 3-12
birds; and black-headed gull 48116; herring gull 14-198 birds.
Stannergate WeBS Core Counts
included gulls in 2013/14 recording
peaks of 20 herring gull and 3
black-headed gull.
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Sustainability of these species will
not be determined by the proposed
works, but by breeding opportunity
on the Forth Islands and adjacent
coastline and by all year round
food availability within the pSPA, as
well as inland agriculture and
landfills outwith the breeding
season.
Note: An NCC herring gull cull in
the1970s, using poison bait on the
Isle of May, part of the pSPA,
removed 44,000 birds from the
population (Forester & Andrews
2007).
Little gull
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This species is recorded throughout

A recent peak of 62

February 2018

Do not frequent the
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Conclusion
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Conservation Objective (CO)
Objective 1

Objective 2

Objective 3

Objective 4

Objective 5

Population of the species as a viable
component of the site

Distribution of the species
within site

Distribution and extent of
habitats supporting the
species

Structure, function and
supporting processes of
habitats supporting the
species

No significant disturbance
of the species

the year within the pSPA with lower
frequency but higher counts in July
(Elkins 2016), and are likely to be
dispersing Baltic and Russian
breeding birds (Wernham 2002).
Their occurrence is widespread on
the east coast of Scotland and but
do not frequent the Middle or Inner
Tay.

birds was recorded in
the Outer Tay. They do
not visit the middle or
Inner Tay and current
distribution will not be
affected by the scheme.

the proposed scheme at
Broughty Ferry are not
visited by little gulls

no significant change to
the processes
supporting wider
estuary structure and
function.

area of proposed works,
therefore will not be
disturbed.

For these qualifying features, this
conservation objective will continue
to be met during and after
development.

For these qualifying
features, this
conservation objective
will continue to be met
during and after
development.

For these qualifying
features, this
conservation objective
will continue to be met
during and after
development.

For these qualifying
features, this
conservation objective
will continue to be met
during and after
development.

For these qualifying
features, this
conservation objective
will continue to be met
during and after
development.
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IN-COMBINATION EFFECTS OF THE PROPOSED FLOOD PROTECTION
SCHEME

In addition to the Broughty Ferry Protection Scheme there are four present and future developments on the Tay
estuary that potentially have impacts that could act, or have acted, in combination to change the baseline
ecology addressed in the RIAA.
A.
B.
C.
D.

Broughty Ferry Flood Protection Scheme (Earliest start late summer 2018)
Marine Scotland licence dredging at Port of Dundee, Forth Ports plc (Ongoing)
Port of Dundee, Proposed new Quayside Extension, Forth Ports plc
Fife Shoreline Management Plan 2011

Offshore wind farms have been scoped out of the cumulative assessment because they are so remote from the
proposals for Broughty Ferry and have potentially significant marine issues, e.g. seabird collisions and noise
disturbance to cetaceans that do not overlap with the local range of impact and receptors for the Broughty Ferry
scheme.
A. Broughty Ferry Flood Protection Scheme
Management options for Broughty Ferry Beach have been assessed in further detail (Macleod
Consulting (UK) Ltd report in prep.) and the preferred option is for new dune stabilisation works above
the MHWST associated fencing / access management. An earlier proposal for a dune / beach recharge
project inserting a rip rap armour and using covering sand won from the Lady Bank in the outer Tay has
been further appraised (Macleod Consulting (UK) Ltd, report in prep.) and is no longer included within
the current proposals.
Rock armour may be installed at MHWS in the Balmossie sector of the scheme between May and
September 2108, i.e. ahead of the earliest anticipated start to the Broughty Ferry works. In any event
any loss of habitat to the footprint will be de minimis and have no adverse impact on the overall habitat
available to the SAC qualifying interests. Timing of works will be agreed with SNH to ensure there will
be no disturbance to the Balmossie outfall high tide bird roost.
DRAFT F OR C OMMENT

Conclusion
There will be no cumulative impact arising from the Broughty Ferry Dunes / Esplanade Flood Protection
Scheme (MU12) with the Broughty Ferry proposals.
B. Dredging at Port of Dundee, Forth Ports plc
Surveying and licensed dredging takes place annually at Port of Dundee where sediments and silt are
removed from wharfside and disposed of at a licensed site in the near North Sea. This is an existing and
long term feature of port activities and as such should be considered part of the environmental baseline
and not a new activity to be considered as a cumulative impact and for this reason there will be no
cumulative impact.
Conclusion
There will be no cumulative impacts arising from the Dredging at Port of Dundee with the Broughty
Ferry proposal.
C. Port of Dundee, Proposed new Quayside Extension, Forth Ports plc
Forth Ports plc are in the process of delivering a new hub for North Sea oil and gas operations and
offshore wind farms at Port of Dundee. This will include a Quayside breakwater extension, 200m in
length, and a new heavy lifting pad. Figure 1 shows the development footprint and these works will be
completed January – February 2018.
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Location and extent of proposed works

© Dredging Today

Initial EIA screening by Royal Haskoning suggested that there will be potentially significant adverse
impacts which will require mitigation. Main impacts were a very small permanent small loss of sub-tidal
habitat and potential noise disturbance to marine mammals in the Firth of Tay and its adjacent coastal
cell. The latter is a project-specific impact and, due to timing, not cumulative with the Broughty Ferry
Flood Protection Scheme. The former is cumulative, but due to the very small area potentially being
permanently lost, in-combination effects are likely but not of a scale likely to significantly adversely
affect qualifying interests or the habitats supporting those species.
DRAFT F OR C OMMENT

Conclusion
There will be no cumulative impacts with the Broughty Ferry proposal.
D. Fife Shoreline Management Plan 2011
This plan states Fife Council’s policy covering three epochs to 2110, specifically 2030, 2060 and 2110,
relying on three preferred options.
 No active intervention (NAI)
 Hold the line (HTL)
 Managed realignment (MR)
Policy units 52-55 on the south side of the Tay between Tentsmuir and Newport-on-Tay are: Tentsmuir
(PU52 - NAI); Shanwell Farm -Tayport (PU53 - MR then HTL); Tayport (PU54 - HTL), and Tayport to
Newport-on Tay (PU55 - NAI). Intervention actions and potential effects of MR and HTL options for
PU53 and PU54 are not detailed and cannot be assessed at this time. Policy units PU52 and PU55 will
have no cumulative impact.
Conclusion
There will be no cumulative impacts with the Broughty Ferry proposal.
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Table 8.1 summarises the cumulative impact assessment.
Table 8.1. Cumulative impact summary
Amplified
Potential impacts Project/
Cumulative
impacts
impacts
A and C
None
Habitat loss
Reason
Ornithological
disturbance
Reason
Noise impacts on
seals
Reason
Noise impacts on
sea mammals
Reason

9

Threshold
effects

Overall cumulative
significance

None

Will not be significantly
adverse
Very small areas of permanently lost habitat and the poor quality of widespread
habitat to be lost
A, C and D
None
None
Will not be significantly
adverse
Disturbance will be substantially avoided through timing of works
D
None
None
Will not be significantly
adverse
No piling removal work during pupping/moulting season
C and D
None
None
Will not be significantly
adverse
Both projects will employ MMOs to avoid disturbance to cetaceans

OVERALL CONCLUSION OF ASSESSMENT

A scoping of the effects of the proposals concluded that three European sites could potentially be adversely
affected by the proposed Broughty Ferry Flood Protection Scheme.
DRAFT F OR C OMMENT

European Site

Feature (s) likely to be adversely
affected by proposals.

Firth of Tay and Eden Estuary SAC

Estuaries; inter-tidal mudflats and sandflats; sub-tidal sandbanks

Firth of Tay and Eden Estuary SPA

Red-breasted merganser; oystercatcher; redshank; unnamed
assemblage- turnstone

Outer Firth of Forth and St Andrews Bay
Complex pSPA

Breeding bird features (feeding only); Non-breeding aggregations

The assessment undertaken has identified that the scale of the flood protection works is very small, permanently
impacting on less than 0.022% of the total area of the SAC. Modelling and a literature review has concluded that
the extent of the inter tidal and sub tidal area indirectly affected is local and impacted habitat will recover quickly
with material of a similar type. The Broughty Ferry flood protection scheme will therefore not adversely affect the
site integrity for any of the qualifying features of the Firth of Tay and Eden Estuary SAC.
In relation to the Firth of Tay and Eden Estuary SPA and the Outer Firth of Forth and St Andrews Bay Complex
pSPA, the four sections of the Broughty Ferry Flood Protection Scheme are located on the north shore, in areas
of the Firth of Tay where the numbers of roosting and feeding birds are low in comparison to the wider Firth of
Tay and Eden Estuary. Reduced bird numbers are due to the relatively small area of impoverished available
habitat and human influences on the north shore. At Stannergate, the latter have denigrated the inter-tidal habitat
by contributing to the creation of an unstable shingle habitat and most recently through disturbance caused by
installing wastewater pipes.
The existing Grassy Beach footpath and seawall footpath along Douglas Terrace to Broughty Harbour is heavily
used by a wide range of shore-based recreation, whilst inter-tidal habitat is often disturbed by walkers and
Macleod Consulting
ECOS Countryside Services LLP
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individual and commercial dog walkers. In addition the offshore open water is a popular area for water sports and
the two local yacht clubs hold regular regattas and races with on open water.
Within the potentially affected inter tidal areas there is little or no supra-littoral fauna or flora which is broadly
indicative of a highly impoverished plant community. The dominant life forms in the eulittoral zone are frequent
brown algal shrubs and a very sparse infauna burrowing in patches of loose sediment and a very poorly
vegetated mobile shingle substrate on the upper shore. The effect of the proposals on this habitat have been
assessed, see above, and it has been concluded that whilst the sediments may be dynamically altered they will
become re established very quickly with no significant effect, in terms of sediment type, on the habitat or the bird
interests which are qualifying features of the Firth of Tay and Eden Estuary SPA or Outer Firth of Forth and St
Andrews Bay Complex pSPA.
It is therefore reasonable to reach the final conclusion that the Broughty Ferry flood protection scheme will not
adversely affect the site integrity for any of the qualifying features of the seven listed European Sites and for
these features conservation objectives will continue to be met during and after development: Firth of Tay and Eden Estuary Special Area of Conservation (SAC);
 River Tay SAC;
 Isle of May SAC;
 Moray Firth SAC; and
 The Firth of Tay and Eden Estuary Special Protection Area (SPA); and
 Outer Firth of Forth and St Andrews Bay Complex pSPA
 Firth of Tay Ramsar
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ANNEX A. BTO WeBS Core High Tide Data, Broughty Ferry to Buddon Ness (Monifieth 87413)

ANNEX B. BTO WeBS Core High Tide data, Tay Bridge to Broughty Ferry (Stannergate 87411)

ANNEX B. BTO WEBS Low tide data, 2012/13

ANNEX D
DUNDEE CITY COUNCIL
PROPOSED FLOOD PROTECTION WORKS
BROUGHTY FERRY
COASTAL HYDRODYNAMICS
REVIEW OF POTENTIAL EFFECT OF PROPOSALS ON
INTER TIDAL AND SUB TIDAL BED AREAS

Dr Ping Dong
Professor of Coastal Engineering
University of Liverpool
January 2018

CONTENTS
(A)/1
(A)/2
(B)

CHANGING SHORELINE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS (Douglas Terrace – Fisher Street)
CHANGING SHORELINE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS (Section 3 Beach)
CONSTRUCTION EFFECTS

REFERENCE DOCUMENTS
A
B
C

D

E
F
G

Copy of DCC EIA Screening Opinion Letter Dated November 2017 and
Associated Tables and Figures.
Copy of DRAFT HRA prepared by ECOS as passed to SNH in November 2017.
SNH response to DCC screening opinion (letter dated 4th December 2017) which
included at Annex A SNH comments on the draft HRA and a request for further
hydrological assessment.
Mott May 2017 Broughty Ferry Coastal Defence Assessment which
included scour and overtopping calculations based on beach sediment
sampling.
Photographs taken during recent (2017) beach trial holes to locate Hatton
Main along Douglas Terrace & Fisher Street.
Photographs of Hatton Main temporary works during installation in the beach.
Report by Prof R Duck as Incorporated into Hydraulic Study Report for V&A
Project.

Following text is verbatim text per E mail report sent by Dr Ping Dong to Macleod Consulting on 18
January 2018
I am pleased to be asked by Dundee City Council (DCC) to carry out an independent review of the
proposed work for Broughty Ferry Flood Protection and thank you for providing me with the
relevant information for the review. In carrying out this work I have drawn on the knowledge about
the hydrodynamics and morphodynamics of River Tay which I have gained through working with DCC
over the past 10 years including advice given in relation to: Atkins 2007 Meteorological and Tide Effects Assessment 2007
 Atkins 2007 Overtopping and Flood Assessment
 Atkins 2007 Erosion Assessment (Stannergate to Dighty)
 Mott 2013: Dundee Coastal Study Stage 2, Hydraulic Modelling Report
 Mac Con 2013: Modelling V&A Offshore Site Formation
 United Utilities Hatton Rising Main and Storm Culvert Beach Sections Stannergate to Fisher
Street.
 Mac Con: Broughty Ferry Dunes: Review of Dune Replenishment Proposals
 Mott 2017: Broughty Ferry Dunes: Establishing Design Criteria for Flood Protection
Measures
In the process of undertaking this review I have been briefed by Macleod Consulting (MC) on the
DCC proposed flood protection measures and associated construction methods along with the
following relevant documents which are referenced in this report as appropriate:A. Copy of DCC EIA Screening Opinion letter dated November 2017 and associated tables and
figures.
B. Copy of DRAFT HRA prepared by ECOS as passed to SNH in November 2017.
C. SNH response to DCC screening opinion (letter dated 4th December 2017) which included at
Annex A SNH comments on the draft HRA and a request for further hydrological assessment.
D. Mott May 2017 Broughty Ferry Coastal Defence Assessment which included scour and
overtopping calculations based on beach sediment sampling.
E. Photographs taken during recent (2017) beach trial holes to locate Hatton Main along
Douglas Terrace & Fisher Street.
F. Photographs of Hatton Main temporary works during installation in the beach.
G. Report by Prof R Duck’s report related to V&A project.
In response to the SNH requirements and guidance (Reference Document C) I have focused on
providing a qualitative assessment of likely changes in beach morphology during and post
construction and the nature of these changes, i.e. whether they are reversible or irreversible, long or
short term, particularly at areas which are important in relation to maintaining the integrity of EC
designated areas for the qualifying interests and have given my views under two headings:
A. Change shoreline boundary conditions Douglas Terrace to Fisher Street and Section 3 (Beach)
B. Construction effects.
(A)/1

CHANGING SHORELINE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS (Douglas Terrace – Fisher Street)

1. The design involves replacing the existing sloping concrete revetment by a vertical wall. This
change involves no loss of the beach material although the local beach profile immediately
adjacent to the wall is likely to be lowered due to wave-induced scour. The XBeach
modelling results (Reference Document D: Mott Scour report (2017)) indicate that the
lateral extent for the profile changes under a range of design storm and water level
conditions is less than ten metres except for Profile 4 which shows a value around twenty
metres. The beach sediment materials within the potentially affected zone and scour depth
are similar (based on sample analysis information within Mott Scour report and images from

trial holes) and therefore would not lead to any significant selected transport of smaller size
fractions. No areas within or significantly remote from the affected zones are therefore
expected to change from sand to silt or silty sand to gravel. It should be noted that the
simulated profile changes are for extreme wave and water conditions and thus represent
the worst conditions. The extent of the scour zone will therefore vary and is expected to
reduce markedly as sediments tend to fill up the holes during normal weather conditions.
This infill process can happen over days or weeks.
2. The design proposes to replace the existing sloping revetment to a vertical seawall. This
amounts to a change in the boundary condition for the hydrodynamic processes in the Tay.
However, since the proposed vertical sea wall is in very shallow water (above MLWS) and
nearly at the toe of the existing revetment, it is considered that its introduction will only
affect the waves, flows, sediment transport and beach morphology in the immediate area
near the seawall, see Section 3 below. The waves tend to break close to the beach and
whilst the cross-shore distribution of the longshore transport may be affected by the
presence of the wall the total longshore drift rate are expected to be close to that of the
existing conditions. The hydrodynamic or morphological processes in the far-field (40-50m
approx. away from the wall) are therefore considered unlikely to be affected by the
proposed work and certainly no impact is expected on coastal zone beyond Broughty Ferry
Harbour.
3. The studies undertaken in relation to the site selection for the V&A @ Dundee Museum
included an appraisal of the hydrodynamic and sediment transport characteristics of the
River Tay (Reference Document G: Prof Rob Duck (2010)) covering tides, flows, winds, waves
and sediment suspension and tidal flat morphology within the estuary. The main points
made are that the suspended sediments in the Tay Estuary can migrate up and down estuary
with the tidal waters, but also receive additions from the waters draining the extensive intertidal flats on the north side of the upper reach. The report indicates that suspension
concentrations generally vary with tidal level and, whilst at mid-tide, are independent of
tidal range. Turbidity levels have been found to be strongly linked to wind conditions. Both
wind speed and direction are known to be of importance with the stronger storm winds at
lower tides creating greater wave-induced erosion of the surface of the inter-tidal flats with
erosion which is at its greatest when winds are blowing from the south-east. The modelling
work indicates that the proposed work will lead to a limited area of change / scour in the
cross-shore direction. The volume of sediments affected both during construction and postconstruction through beach adjustment is therefore very small compared with the variation
in the volume of suspended sediments being moved in the Tay during seasonal storm
conditions. I am fully aware that any coastal structure that reduces the inter-tidal flat area
and volume will decrease the estuary tidal prism and channel and may decrease the ebbtidal delta areas and volumes. The total estuary area is constrained at high water and any
changes in plan area must be balanced by changes in channel (section) area for the estuary
to evolve towards a new equilibrium. The proposed flood protection works at Broughty
Ferry involve a change from a sloping revetment to a vertical wall with a reduction to the
overall estuary (section) area being very small which is considered unlikely to cause any
appreciable changes to the tidal flow field or sediment transport patterns within the
Estuary. This conclusion is also supported by the Mott beach characterisation and beach
profile change modelling.
(A)/2

CHANGING SHORELINE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS (Section 3 Beach)
For Section 3 where the beach is being replaced by stepped concrete with sheet piled toe,
the effect on the existing conditions and extent of any disturbance is considered likely to be
even smaller.

(B)

CONSTRUCTION EFFECTS
1. Construction effects seaward of the permanent gravity wall MAY include a temporary sheet
pile wall and low tide construction access by tracked plant but will, if consented, include the
temporary side casting of material excavated to form the wall foundations onto the inter
tidal area of the beach. It is noted that all sheet piling installation and removal will be
undertaken above tide level and the side cast material will, on completion of the wall, be
placed as back fill material with larger stone from the existing revetment placed as toe
protection. It is understood that this measure is proposed to avoid double handling of
material and reduce the volume of aggregate required to be imported to the site. The period
between excavation and replacement is unlikely to be more than two weeks. No notable
changes to beach morphological evolution is anticipated from this work.
2. The sediments that are being worked on during construction are similar to that moving
normally along and across the beach; however, the volume of sediment involved is much
smaller than the background level of sediment transport in the river Tay, see A/1 and A/2
above. The changes to the longshore drift and cross-shore transport both during and after
construction are largely confined to the vicinity of the working are and are not expected to
extend to the east of Broughty Ferry Castle.
3. The beach is highly dynamic and the process of re-working of sediments from the scheduled
construction works is expected to lead rapidly to a new equilibrium beach within one year of
completion of all the works. The construction effects here are taken to be the construction
period plus one year during which the normal scour profile is formed.
4. During construction there will be no removal of sediment from below the existing beach
level and therefore there will not be a general lowering of the area in front of the wall
except the localised scour holes that are expected to be a permanent if varying feature near
the seawall toe.
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Executive Summary
Fife Council Archaeological Unit, which advises Dundee City Council on
archaeological matters, has assessed the archaeological implications of the
installation of a sea wall style flood prevention scheme at Broughty Ferry
beachfront, Dundee.
This report has been produced as an archaeological addendum to Capita
Property and Infrastructure’s desk-based geotechnical and
geoenvironmental study (GS10005_Rev0_PSS_Report_FINAL_SECURE)
and supplies a detailed assessment of the archaeological implications of
development. It is intended that this report be submitted to Marine Scotland
in pursuance of a Marine Licence. Dundee City Council has received
confirmation from the Scottish Government confirming that planning
permission for the project is deemed to be granted.
This report concludes that the site to be developed is deeply unlikely to
contain any archaeological structures, features or deposits of significance
given that the footprint of development:
•
•

•

is an historically undeveloped, fluid stratigraphical beachfront
has been effectively archaeologically sterilised by previous, extensive modern
sub-surface ground disturbance (caused by the installation of a Scottish
Water rising main and culvert in the 1980s? (see drawing:
CM1151_MA_0508_DWG_00 Section 1 Construction Phasing)
that no active archaeological mitigation is required (but that the on site
contractors should be instructed to halt works and seek archaeological advice
in the unlikely event that any pre-modern archaeological artefacts, features or
deposits are encountered)

This report concludes that no pre-development archaeological site
investigation works are required and that no monitoring of works in progress
is required. Instead, archaeological mitigation should take the form of haulting
works and seeking professional guidance should significant artefacts, features
or deposits be encountered.
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Introduction
Environmental pressures and the threat of flooding has forced Dundee City Council
to prepare, under the Flood Risk Management (Scotland) Act 2009, a proposal for
the installation of a sea wall flood prevention scheme along Broughty Ferry
beachfront. Full details of the scheme can be found at:
https://www.dundeecity.gov.uk/service-area/city-development/broughty-ferry-floodprotection-scheme
The consenting process for this development requires that all environmental
implications are assessed. This report assesses the archaeological implications of
development.
As per the drawings and plans that describe this proposal, development is proposed
at two separate locations along Broughty Ferry beachfront.
The footprint of development consists of graded beachfront raised marine beach
deposits of Flandrian age (clay, silt, sand and gravel) overlying a pyroxene-andesite
igneous solid geology of the Lower Devonian.

Legislative Background
National Planning Legislation
The statutory framework for heritage in Scotland is outlined in the Town and Country
Planning (Scotland) Act 1997, as amended by the Planning (listed Buildings and
Conservation Areas) (Scotland) Act, and The Ancient Monuments and Archaeological
Areas Act 1979, both of which are modified by the Historic Environment (Amendment)
(Scotland) Act (2011).
Cultural heritage resources consist of designated and non-designated sites, including
individual monuments, related settings and the wider cultural landscape. Sites with
statutory designations are defined in the Historic Environment Scotland Policy
Statement 2016, and comprise:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scheduled Monuments
Listed Buildings
Conservation Areas
Marine Protected Areas
Historic Inventory Gardens and Designed Landscapes
Historic Inventory Battlefields
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National Planning Policy and Guidelines
The implications of the acts noted above with regard to local government planning
policy are described within Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) (2014), Historic
Environment Scotland Policy Statement (HESPS) (2016), the National Planning
Framework (2014) and Planning Advice Note 2/2011 (2011). SPP and HESPS deal
specifically with planning policy in relation to heritage.

Four paragraphs of Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) 2014: Valuing the Historic
Environment are pertinent to this archaeological feasibility study.
Listed Buildings
SPP paragraph 141 states: "Change to a listed building should be managed to
protect its special interest while enabling it to remain in active use. Where planning
permission and listed building consent are sought for development to, or affecting, a
listed building, special regard must be given to the importance of preserving and
enhancing the building, its setting and any features of special architectural or historic
interest. The layout, design, materials, scale, siting and use of any development
which will affect a listed building or its setting should be appropriate to the character
and appearance of the building and setting. Listed buildings should be protected
from demolition or other work that would adversely affect it or its setting.
Conservation Areas
SPP paragraph 143 states: "Proposals for development within conservation areas
and proposals outwith which will impact on its appearance, character or setting,
should preserve or enhance the character and appearance of the conservation area.
Proposals that do not harm the character or appearance of the conservation area
should be treated as preserving its character or appearance. Where the demolition of
an unlisted building is proposed through Conservation Area Consent, consideration
should be given to the contribution the building makes to the character and
appearance of the conservation area. Where a building makes a positive
contribution, the presumption should be to retain it."
Scheduled Monuments
SPP paragraph 145 states: "Where there is potential for a proposed development to
have an adverse effect on a scheduled monument or on the integrity of its setting,
permission should only be granted where there are exceptional circumstances.
Where a proposal would have a direct impact on a scheduled monument, the written
consent of Scottish Ministers via a separate process is required in addition to any
other consents required for the development."
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Archaeology and other Historic Environment Assets
SPP paragraph 150 states: "Planning authorities should protect archaeological
sites and monuments as an important, finite and non-renewable resource and
preserve them in situ wherever possible. Where in situ preservation is not possible,
planning authorities should, through the use of conditions or a legal oblgation,
ensure that developers undertake appropriate excavation, recording, analysis,
publication and archiving before and/or during development. If archaeological
discoveries are made, they should be reported to the planning authority to enable
discussion on appropriate measures, such as inspection and recording."

National Record of the Historic Environment (NRHE) and the local Historic
Environment Record (HER)
Non-statutory archaeological sites are recorded within both the National Record of
the Historic Environment (NRHE) and the local Historic Environment Record (HER).
Such sites are usually assigned to regional, local or lesser categories of significance.
The regional or local importance of such a site is established on the basis of
professional judgement, although the criteria for identifying nationally important sites
(as outlined in HESPS 2011 Annex 1) will often be referred to in making such
judgements. Some sites are also, variously, classed as of lesser importance,
unknown importance or other importance. Unknown or other importance usually
refers to examples where insufficient information exists to assign importance.

Local Planning Policy Context
Dundee Local Development Plan (2014)
Policy 51: Scheduled Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Sites
Scheduled Ancient Monuments
Developments will not be permitted which would destroy or adversely affect
scheduled ancient monuments or their settings.
b) Archaeological Sites

Where any proposal could affect a site of known archaeological importance or
potential, the applicant will be required to provide an assessment of the
archaeological value of the site and the likely impact of the proposal on the
archaeological resource. Such an assessment will require a field evaluation to be
carried out to the reasonable satisfaction of the Council, to determine:
1) the character and extent of the archaeological remains; and
2) the likely impact of the proposal on the features of archaeological interest; and
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3) the ways in which the development proposal can be amended or designed in
order to mitigate its impact on the archaeological remains.
Where the development is considered to be acceptable and it is not possible to
preserve the archaeological resource in situ, the developer will be required to make
arrangements for an archaeological investigation. Planning conditions will be used
and agreements sought to secure these arrangements.
Policy 48: Listed Buildings
a)

Alternative Uses

Suitable alternative uses will be considered for listed buildings where this is necessary to
secure their future. Any adaptation of the fabric must be undertaken carefully and sensitively
and have minimum impact on the architectural and historic interest, character and setting of
the building. A detailed justification statement shall be required to be submitted to support an
application proposing an alternative use.
b)

Alterations to Listed Buildings

The alteration of a listed building will only be acceptable where the proposals have
regard to the preservation or enhancement of its architectural or historic character.
Alterations will not be permitted where the works would diminish the architectural
integrity of the building or its historic interest. A detailed justification statement shall
be required to accompany an application for alterations to a listed building.

Dundee Local Development Plan 2 (2017)
Policy 52: Scheduled Monuments and Archaeological Sites
a) Scheduled Monuments
Developments will not be permitted which would destroy or adversely
affect scheduled monuments or their settings.
b) Archaeological Sites
Where any proposal could affect a site of known archaeological
importance or potential, the applicant will be required to provide an assessment of
the archaeological value of the site and the likely impact of the proposal on the
archaeological resource. Such an assessment will require a field evaluation to be
carried out to the reasonable satisfaction of the Council, to determine:
1) the character and extent of the archaeological remains;
2) the likely impact of the proposal on the features of archaeological
interest; and
3) the ways in which the development proposal can be amended or
designed in order to mitigate its impact on the archaeological remains.
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Where the development is considered to be acceptable and it is not possible to
preserve the archaeological resource in situ, the developer will be required to make
arrangements for an archaeological investigation. Planning conditions will be used
and agreements sought to secure these arrangements.

Policy 49: Listed Buildings
a)

Alternative Uses

Suitable alternative uses will be considered for listed buildings where this is
necessary to secure their future. Any adaptation of the fabric must be undertaken
carefully and sensitively and have minimum impact on the architectural and historic
interest, character and setting of the building. A detailed justification statement shall
be required to be submitted to support an application proposing an alternative use.
b)

Alterations to Listed Buildings

The alteration of a listed building will only be acceptable where the
proposals have regard to the preservation or enhancement of the building or its
setting or any features of special architectural or historic interest which it possesses.
Alterations will not be permitted where the works would diminish the architectural
integrity of the building or its historic interest. A detailed justification statement shall
be required to accompany an application for alterations to a listed building.
c)

Affecting the Setting of Listed Buildings

Development proposals in close proximity to or within the curtilage of
a listed building, should have regard to the preservation or enhancement of the
setting of the listed building.

Appendix 1: High Quality Design and Placemaking
Distinctive
Development should create places with a strong sense of identity.
Considerations include:
1. Design-led solutions which create a coherent built environment through a
response to positive local features and consideration of:
1.1 Landscapes, topography, skylines, views, landmarks, archaeology,
ecology, biodiversity and green networks.
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Relevant National and International Cultural Heritage Policy and Guidance
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

The European Convention on the Protection of the Archaeological Heritage
(Revised) 1992
Scottish Planning Policy 2014 (SPP) Paragraphs 135-151: Valuing the
Historic Environment, particularly paragraph 150 ‘Archaeology and Other
Historic Environment Assets’
Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997, the Planning etc (Scotland)
Act 2006, and the Historic Environment (Amendment) (Scotland) Act 2011
The Historic Environment Scotland Policy Statement June, 2016 (replaces
SHEP 2011 and reflects the legislative changes that were introduced by the
Historic Environment Scotland Act 2014)
Planning Advice Note (PAN) 2/2011: Planning and Archaeology
Our Place in Time - the Historic Environment Strategy for Scotland (2014)
Historic Scotland’s Managing Change in the Historic Environment series
Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (2002)

Aims and Objectives
The aim of this study was to assess the impact of development on the known
archaeological resource within the development footprint; to assess the potential for
unrecorded archaeological deposits to exist on site, and to outline a mitigation
strategy to be adopted to offset the impact of development on the archaeology of the
site.
The visual impact of development on the surrounding historic environment,
specifically the visual impact on Broughty Ferry’s conservation area and its listed
buildings, is not considered as part of this report as (i) this impact cannot be
mitigated without the option to re-design the flood prevention scheme, and (ii) the
impact of development on the built historic environment, including the key listed
buildings identified by HES (Broughty Castle, Broughty lifeboat house and slipway,
Fisher Street quay and pier and Broughty Ferry Harbour) has been considered and
deemed acceptable by Dundee City Council’s City Development Department.
The specific objectives of the archaeological assessment of this development
proposal were:
•

to characterise the potential for archaeological deposits to exist on site by the
historical study of the origins and evolution of settlement at Broughty Ferry
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•

•
•
•

to identify all known archaeological site presents within the development site
using the local historic environment record and the National Record of the
Historic Environment (NRHE),
to identify any previously unknown archaeological sites through the
examination of documentary and cartographic evidence;
to assess the impact of development on the archaeology of the development
site
to propose an appropriate archaeological mitigation strategy to offset the
impact of development

A separate report, Unexploded Ordnance Tay Road Bridge Fellows International
Desk Study 20110105, concludes that it is deeply unlikely that 20th century wartime
related unexploded ordnance will exist on site.

Methodology for Baseline Appraisal
The development site footprint including a buffer zone of 100m was examined for its
archaeological potential. The study methodology included:
•

•

•
•

the study of various published and primary sources (and databases including
the People of Medieval Scotland and Records of Acts of the Parliaments of
Scotland) to produce a history of Broughty Ferry to characterise historic
settlement in the area of development
the study of statutory GIS data sourced from HES covering Scheduled
Monuments, Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings and Inventory Gardens and
Battlefield sites. was obtained from Historic Environment Scotland (HES)
the study of GIS data on cultural heritage sites sourced from the National
Record of the Historic Environment (NRHE), maintained by HES
the study of historic cartography held by the National Library of Scotland
(NLS), Dundee City Archives and St Andrews University Library’s Special
Collections.
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The origins and evolution of settlement at Broughty Ferry
Summarised History of the Origins and Evolution of Settlement at Broughty
Ferry
•

•

•
•

•

•

Medieval Portincrag was a small hamlet located at the head of the small
natural bay created by the craig that jutted out into the Tay. A ferry to service
the needs of pilgrims crossing the Tay from Fife en route to Arbroath Abbey
was established in c.1180. Whatever small hamlet of salmon net fishers then
existed diversififed slightly to service the needs of ferry-users.
By the 15th century, the fishing interests of the hamlet extended to white fish,
suggesting that the fishing community was by then travelling out of the Tay
into the North Sea to fish (Arb. Lib. ii no. 176, dated 1467). However, the
settlement was still no more than a fishing hamlet serving the north landing of
the ferry and there is no evidence of a built harbour, so whatever boats the
whitefish fishermen were using, were small.
By the later 15th century, the name Portincrag was no longer used, having
been replaced by the name ‘North Ferry’.
Broughty Ferry castle was erected in 1495 on the craig of Portincrag. AngloScottish relations had disintegrated by the later 15th century and English raids
on Scottish shipping and coasts were common. In response, a national
programme of castle-building along Scotland’s SE coastline was
implemented, the chain of castles being described in the 15th century as the
‘keys of the kingdom’.
It is not clear where the name Broughty came from, or whether it’s Gaelic or
Scots, or what it means. The castle is annotated on Pont’s map of the 1590s
as ‘Brugh-Tay’, suggesting that Pont understood the name as Broch-Tay, ie
the fort/tower on the Tay. Pont’s interpreation is possible but unlikely. It’s
more likely that the place-name has a Gaelic origin. The place-name is not
recorded before the early 15th century. The oldest versions appear as
‘Bruchty’ and ‘Bruchtie’, ‘Broughty’ and ‘Brugh-Tay’.
The small historic fishing hamlet of North Ferry continued little changed until
the opening of the Dundee Arbroath Railway in 1838. This allowed wealthy
Dundee residents to move out of Dundee. Between 1838 and 1858, North
Ferry was transformed from a fishing hamlet into the wealthy residential
Dundee commuter suburb of Broughty Ferry. The urban footprint has changed
little since 1860.
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Detailed History of the Origins and Evolution of Settlement at Broughty Ferry
Portincrag and North Ferry: The first recorded Settlement
Recorded as Portincrag from the mid-12th century, sufficient documentation exists to
characterise medieval settlement at what was to become Broughty Ferry.
The distinctive feature of Portincrag was the large natural craig of rock that jutted out
into the Tay. Broughty Ferry’s late 15th century castle now sits on top of this craig but
some of the rock can still be seen projecting beyond the castle and past the harbour,
into the Tay.
The medieval place-name, Portincrag, first recorded in the cartulary of the Abbey of
Arbroath in a charter dating from 1153 × 1189 reveals that at that time, the small
sheltered bay created by the craig was used as a natural harbour or ‘port’ for a ferry
crossing.
The lands of Portincrag were then a possession of Gille Brigte, the Gaelic earl of
Angus. At some point between 1178 and 1189, Earl Gille Brigte gave the lands of
Portincrag (ie the natural rock and its associated ferry harbour), along with certain
lands and salmon fishing rights in the Tay to the Abbey of Arbroath for the purposes
of founding a hospital (3/10/6 (Arb. Lib., no. 50). This grant was subsequently
confirmed many times throughout the 13th century by his successors (3/10/8 (Arb.
Lib., no. 52); 3/10/10 (Arb. Lib., no. 53); 3/10/14 (Arb. Lib., no. 114); 2/139/28 (Arb.
Lib., no. 223); 1/6/423 (RRS, ii, no. 456).
It is important to note that the place-name Portincraig was later transferred to the
southern, Fife, side of the ferry crossing. This happened gradually and was complete
before the end of the 15th century. The process of the name swap has been
described by Simon Taylor (Taylor, S. and Markus, G. (2006) The Place-Names of
Fife. Vol. 4,Shaun Tyas: Donington):
The original Portincraig, from the Gaelic port na creige, ‘harbour of the rock’, gave
rise to the name Portincraig, which in turn, through complete re-analysis, spawned
the Scots prepositional phrase Port-on-Craig. The eponymous ‘harbour of the rock’
was not in Fife at all but on the north side of the Tay at Broughty Ferry (Angus), the
rock in the name being most likely that on which Broughty Castle now stands. From
a series of charters printed as Arb. Lib. i nos. 50–3, 114 we learn that around the late
1180s Earl Gilbride (Gillebrigte) of Angus had given land to Arbroath Abbey on which
to build ‘a hospital at Port-on-Craig’ (hospitale apud Portincrag). The grant included
‘common pasture and all other easements of Monifieth (Monifod’) ANG and my
fishing which extends from (the) *Craig (que durat a Crag’) as far as my land
stretches to the west’. The Craig, which appears in these charters as a separate
feature, is the eponymous craig or rock of Port-on-Craig, mentioned above as
probably being where Broughty Castle now stands. Because there are no other
contemporary notices of this grant, Cowan and Easson suggest that the foundation
may have remained unfulfilled (1976, 188). However, Arbroath Abbey continued to
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hold land here, as is clear from such charters as the following, dated 1454: ‘Richard
abbot of Arbroath has feued to William Mealmaker (Melmakar) a quarter of our toun
of the North Ferry (quartam partem ville nostre passagii borialis) (Arb. Lib. ii no. 97).
And in 1467 a dispute is settled between the abbot of Arbroath and his men and their
servants ‘dwelling in the North Ferry of Port-on-Craig’ (in passagio boriali
de Portyncrag ... commorantibus) on the one hand and the laird of Ballumbie,
Murroes (Angus), on the other concerning ‘fishers of white fish dwelling in the Porton-Craig’ (piscatores ... alborum piscium in le Portyncrag commorantes) (Arb. Lib. ii
no. 176). It is clear from this that Port-on-Craig still (in the second half of the fifteenth
century) referred to the settlement on the north side of the Tay.
However, it is also clear from the selection of early forms set out above that around
the same time, and certainly by the sixteenth century, the name North Ferry (or
Northferry) was emerging as the favoured name for the northern settlement. During
this same period the southern (Fife) end of the ferry was being referred to as South
Ferry (with or without the addition of Port-on-Craig), the two settlements on either
side of the Firth of Tay forming a contrastive pair, much in the same way that North
and South Queensferry do today between Fife and Lothian. It would seem that it was
the creation of the new parish in 1606 which fixed the name Port-on-Craig definitively
in Fife.
Under this name Ferry-Port-on-Craig are included various names for this settlement,
which seem to shift as much as the sandbanks between it and the Angus coast:
Port-on-Craig (which, as we have seen, originated on the north shore at Broughty
Ferry), Ferryton, Ferryton of Port-on-Craig, South Ferry, South Ferry of Port-onCraig, South Ferryton, South Ferryton of Port-on-Craig, Ferry, East Ferry, Forgan
Ferry, Ferry of Port-on-Craig, Port-on-Craig Ferry, Ferry-Port-on-Craig, then, as if
this selection of names was not enough, Tayport. To confuse matters even more,
sometimes one or other of these names is used more specifically to designate a part
of the land and/or settlement, while at other times the same name seems to be used
more generally: e.g. the *East Ferry is synonymous with the Port-on-Craigs in 1641
(RMS ix no. 1995*); and *South Ferryton of Port-on-Craig is synonymous with Porton-Craig in 1630 and 1643 (RMS viii no. 1687 and RMS ix no. 1439). But South
Ferry of Port-on-Craig, with the haven or harbour of Port-on-Craig, appears to be a
different entity from Ferryton in 1653 RMS x no. 149
The Dundee Year Book, 1913, accurately summarises the history of Broughty Ferry
and its castle from the later 15th to the early 19th centuries:
The fishings of Bruchty were included in the possessions of Sir John Wishart of
Pitarrow in the reign of James I (1406-1437), and were forfeited and conferred upon
the Earl of Angus. On 18th February 1482 James III confirmed a Charter by
Archibald, Earl of Angus, dated 8th August 1476, granting the fishings of Bruchty to
Robert Graham of Fintry. On 26th June 1490 James IV granted to his faithful
Councillor, Andrew, second Lord Gray, the Craig of Bruchtie with the fishings
thereof, in the Barony of Kirriemuir, which Archibald, Earl of Angus had resigned into
the King’s hands, and the King conceded to the said Andrew full power to build and
erect a castle and fortress upon the said craig with iron gates and ‘draw-briggis’, and
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all other necessary munitions. Evidently there was no castle on the craig before this
date. On the 22nd Feb 1509 James IV confirmed to this Andrew, Lord Gray, who had
become Justiciary of Scotland, “the rock of Bruchty, with the lands of Bruchty, and
the castle, fortress, houses buildings and fisheries thereof, which belonged to the
said Lord Gray.” Here the Castle was in existence and must have been build
between 1490 and 1509, presumably in 1496, as stated by James Thomson. In 1510
the superiority of the lands and fishings was confirmed to Archibald, the new Earl of
Angus. On 16th April 1524 James V confirmed to Patrick, 3rd Lord Gray, the rock of
Bruchty, with the Castle, fortilace, and fishings thereof. A change took place when
this Lord Gray died in 1541 without issue.
The succession fell to his nephew, Patrick Gray of Buttergask, and on the 25th April
1542, James V, conferred anew upon him “the lands of Crag de Bruchty, with the
Castle, fort and fishings.” One half of which belonged to the late Patrick, Lord Gray,
and the other part came to the King through the forfeiture of John, Lord Glamis, the
son of the unfortunate Lady Glamis who was burned for alleged witchcraft at
Edinburgh. Just three months before his death James V confirmed this charter. In
times of War Misfortune overtook the castle during the next few years. In 1547 the
Protector Somerset invaded Scotland and Bruchty Castle was seized by the English
soldiers. The Regent Arran sent a Scottish Force to besiege the invaders, and for
three months the place was invested, but on the 1st January 1548 the siege was
raised and the English laid waste the surrounding countryside. The Earl of Argyll
again attacked the castle but was repulsed, and it was not for months after that the
places held by the English – Hume Castle, Fast Castle and Bruchty Craig were
recovered by the Scots. It is stated that the Castle during this long siege
accommodated 2000 men and they resisted an army of 8000 with eight pieces of
artillery. M de. Esse was sent from France to assist the Regent Mary of Lorraine but
he failed to capture the Castle; and his successor M. Paul de Thermes, at last
succeeded in starving the garrison which surrendered on 20th February 1550. The
place was occupied by French auxiliaries for some time, but the French King
grudged the expense of maintaining the Scottish fortress and it was only as a
measure of precaution that Bruchty Castle was maintained. During the long contest
between Protestants and Catholics in the reign of Mary, Queen of Scots the castle
came into prominence. Before the 16th Century closed however, it had been
dismantled and was partly ruinous.
There is a curious document in the Register, dated 15th June 1601, by which James
VI confirmed a Charter by Patrick, Master of Gray (a name well known in History)
whereby he sold to Robert Fleschour, burgess of Dundee, “the salmon fishings of
Bruchty with the two roundis (towers) in the Castle of Bruchty and the volt fischehous
for preparing and curing fish.” By this time the Castle that had been the residence of
the Lords of Gray and had witnesses many a valorous deed in the wars of the
previous century, had fallen from its high estate , and had become a mere fish curing
factory and store. It was a vain repetition of words in the Charter of 23rd May 1611,
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by which Patrick, now Lord Gray, conferred on his son Andrew, “the Craig of
Bruchtie, with the Castle, and salmon and other fishings thereof.” The fishings
remained, but the Castle had then become a roofless ruin. In 1666 the castle with
the fishings, and about 20 acres of the adjoining land were bought from Patrick, Lord
Gray, by Mr Fotheringhame of Powrie, and remained for many years with his
descendants.
Broughty Castle in the 19th Century
In 1850 the Castle was a mere ruin. Mr Ross, the well-known authority on Scottish
castellated architecture, describes the ruin from his own recollections. At the northwest corner stood the keep, an oblong structure with battlemented top, showing the
gables of the penthouse. Around the south west corner was the wall of the ‘encient’
(the inner ring of fortification of a castle) facing the Firth of Tay which was continued
round to the east side. There was an arched entrance gateway, and the remains of
three round towers. The place had been in this disconsolate condition for many
years before Mr Ross saw it; and yet there were sanguine speculators long ago who
saw the possibilities of untold wealth in these decayed and moss covered walls. In
the Dundee Advertiser for 21st December 1821 the following advertisement
appeared.

“A Castle for Sale - To be sold by private bargain, Broughty Castle with Salmon
fishings and the land belonging to it: - the fishings are presently out of lease, but
were lately let for £315 and 10 stone of salmon, and the sea-ware was let for £9 a
year. The land consists of about an acre and a half; but there are five acres adjoining
for sale, with which a purchaser can be accommodated. Brought Castle is beautifully
situated near the mouth of the River Tay, four miles below Dundee. The Castle can
be repaired at a small expense and would be a delightful residence. The property
could also be advantageously applied to commercial purposes. The natural passage
of the river is at Broughty, and a port can be opened for the use of the populous
village of Broughty Ferry, as well as the adjoining country. In that case, the castle
would make an excellent situation for an Inn. Entry to the premises immediately.
Offers will be received by Messrs Fotheringham & Lindsay, Writers to the Signet,
Edinburgh, until 1st January. If not sold at that time, the fishings will be let by private
bargain for such number of years as may be agreed on. Apparently no one offered to
buy the Castle for on 7th January 1822 another advertisement appeared, offering to
lease the salmon fishings and the use of the Castle vaults for three years. The place
lay in ruins until 1855 when the Castle was purchased by the Government for £1500
and £7000 was spent upon its restoration, which was completed in 1861. It was
mounted with nine heavy guns and was regarded at that time as the principle
defence of the Tay. A few years ago it was first used as a training place for the
Volunteers specially devoted to the study of submarine mines; and the Ta is now
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defended in a far more effectual manner than it could ever have been by the
cannons on Broughty Castle.

Three Parishes Claim Broughty Castle
It was long a debated point as to whether Broughty Castle was in the Parish of
Caputh, or in that of Monifieth, or that of Kirriemuir. The article on Monifieth parish in
Sir John Sinclair’s “Statistical Account” was written by the Rev James Roger
(afterwards first editor of the “Dundee Advertiser”), and was published in in 1794. In
it the writer discusses the question as to the parish that could lawfully claim Broughty
Castle: “Towards the end of last (seventeenth) century a man committed a
trespass within the bounds of Broughty for which he was summoned to appear at the
tribunal of the kirk-session. He refused obedience, under pretence that Broughty
belonged not to this (Monifieth) parish, but to that of Caputh, in the neighbourhood of
Dunkeld, about 26 miles NW. To ascertain the true situation of Broughty, the minister
wrote to a Mr Webster, then its proprietor; who replied that it lay neither in the parish
of Monifieth nor of Caputh, but that of Kirriemuir 16 miles north. On this the minister
applied to the presbytery, who by their deed annexed Broughty and the pertinents
forever “quoad sacra,” to the parish of Monifieth.
Mr Roger maintained that as the Kirk-Session records of Monifieth showed that in
December 1658 “Broughty among others, paid for the reparation of the Church,” that
this showed it was already annexed. The Rev Samuel Miller, who wrote the article on
the parish for the “New Statistical Account,” published in 1845, referred to “a vulgar
prejudice that still prevails that this Castle is in the parish of Caputh, near Dunkeld.”
He alludes to a case detailed in the Kirk-Session records of 1678, where a man
accused of fishing for salmon at the castle on Sunday refused to submit to discipline
in Monifieth because the offence was committed in Caputh parish. The matter was
referred to the Presbytery, and it was found that the Castle was in Monifieth parish.
This decision was affirmed in 1681, and in 1701 the then proprietor of Broughty
Castle appeared among the heritors of Monifieth. Despite these clerical decisions,
however, it is incontestable that Broughty Craig was one of the scattered
possessions of George Brown (son of the Treasurer of Dundee), Bishop of Dunkeld
from 1484 till 1514-15, which he annexed to the parish of Caputh. This fact was
acknowledged by the Boundary Commissioners in 1890, for by the order in Council,
confirmed in November of that year, it was declared as follows: “The detached parts of Caputh, situated at Broughty Castle and adjoining the
Forfarshire Parish of Monifieth, was transferred from the County of Perth to the
County of Forfar, and at the same time from the parish of Caputh to the Parish of
Monifieth.”
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It is also worthy of note that during the time that a garrison was kept at Broughty
Castle all the children of the soldiers born there subsequent to the Registration Act
had to be registered in Caputh Parish.
The Origins of the Modern Settlement of Broughty Ferry
The Burgh of Broughty Ferry came in existence in the 1840s. In 1792 the population
of Northferry was estimated at 230 persons, and by 1851 it had increased to 2772.
The remarks of Rev Samuel Miller upon Broughty Ferry in the New Statistical
Account (1845) may be quoted: - “Broughty Ferry is a large village containing in all
nearly 2200 inhabitants, situated chiefly in this Parish (Monifieth), though a small part
belongs to the parish of Dundee. Fifty years ago it consisted of about half a dozen
fishermen’s huts; but the proprietor having begun to feu about the year 1790, it
started at once into a considerable town, and is still rapidly increasing...... In the
Dundee Police Act there is a provision for a police station for Broughty Ferry; but as
yet it has never been acted on, though there is good reason for some establishment
of the kind. For instance, steam boats, during the summer months, bring down an
inundation of the worst population of Dundee on the Sabbath Day. Hence
drunkenness and riot, in spite of all moral exertions to put a stop to the evil, are too
common on a day set part for holy rest; and that, too, in a locality where the
inhabitants, in general, respect and prize Divine ordinances. There is a penny post
from Dundee to Broughty Ferry. It is carried by a foot runner, who goes twice a day,
the distance being four miles.
The opening of the Dundee and Arbroath Railway in 1839 had much effect on the
progress of Broughty Ferry. In 1864 it became a Police Burgh. The growth of the
population has been rapid, as shown by the census returns: - 1841 – 1980, 1851 –
2772, 1861 – 3513, 1871 – 5817, 1881 – 7407, 1891 – 7635, & 1901 – 8617.
It was the opening of the Dundee Arbroath Railway in 1838 that brought Broughty
Ferry into prominence as a residential quarter for business men in Dundee. By 1863
we find that the population had risen to 3500, and that the community had resolved
to form itself into a Burgh under the “General Police and Improvements (Scotland)
Act, 1862.” To this there was great opposition within and without the District. The first
boundaries were fixed on 4th June 1863, and after a poll, attended by great
excitement, several clauses of the Act were adopted on 12th February 1864, the
whole Act not being adopted till June 15th, 1864.
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Known archaeological sites present within the development site
A study of the local historic environment record and the National Monuments
Records revealed no recorded archaeological sites within the development footprint.

Unrecorded archaeological sites present within the development site
A study of historic cartography was undertaken using the archives of the National
Library of Scotland and plans held by the National Archives of Scotland, Dundee City
Archives and St Andrews University Library Special Collections. No unrecorded
archaeological sites were identified.

Assessment of the impact of development on the archaeology of the
development site
The footprint of the development consists of graded beachfront raised marine beach
deposits of Flandrian age (clay, silt, sand and gravel) overlying a pyroxene-andesite
igneous solid geology of the Lower Devonian. Development is proposed just above
and just below mean high water. This is a highly dynamic, natural environment
unsuitable for settlement, development or agriculture. Deposits are regularly mixed
by tidal and storm action. Any archaeology that might exist is likely to be artefactual
in nature and unstratified. Consequently, this zone is considered to be of very low
archaeological potential. More importantly, most of the footprint of the proposed sea
wall has been effectively archaeologically sterilised by previous, extensive modern
sub-surface ground disturbance connected with the installation of a Scottish Water
rising main and culvert in the 1980s? (see drawing: CM1151_MA_0508_DWG_00
Section 1 Construction Phasing).
Development will also involve works along the southern roadside of Douglas
Terrace, James Place, Fisher Street and Beach Crescent. A new footway, road
improvements, a low wall and new car parking (at Beach Crescent) is proposed.
19th century photographs reveal that the ground underlying these roads is composed
of consolidated mixed beach deposits of little archaeological potential. Moreover, the
19th and 20th century construction of the existing roads and footpaths along with their
ground reduction, levelling courses, drainage and service trenches will have
effectively archaeologically sterilised this area of the development site.
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Conclusion and Proposed Archaeological Mitigation Strategy
It is concluded that the site to be developed is deeply unlikely to contain any
significant archaeological structures, features or deposits given that the footprint of
development:
•
•

•

•

is an historically undeveloped, fluid stratigraphical beachfront environment
has been effectively archaeologically sterilised by previous, extensive modern
sub-surface ground disturbance (caused by the installation of a Scottish
Water rising main and culvert in the 1980s? (see drawing:
CM1151_MA_0508_DWG_00 Section 1 Construction Phasing)
that no active archaeological mitigation is required (but that the onsite
contractors should be instructed to halt works and seek archaeological advice
in the unlikely event that any pre-modern archaeological artefacts, features or
deposits are encountered)
the visual impact on the local built historic environment is considered to be
low, if not a net environmental improvement. Development will have no direct
negative impacts on the key beachfront listed buildings identified by HES Broughty Castle, Broughty lifeboat house and slipway, Fisher Street quay and
pier and Broughty Ferry Harbour

This report concludes that no pre-development archaeological site
investigation works are required and that no monitoring of works in progress
is required. Instead, archaeological mitigation will take the form of an
archaeological response protocol.
The site engineer will be briefed about the potential for archaeological
artefacts and deposits to be encountered during ground disturbance works. It
will be agreed that should archaeological deposits be encountered, then works
will stop until such time as the site has been inspected by Dundee City
Council’s archaeological advisor (Douglas Speirs, Fife Council Archaeologist).

End.
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T: +44 (0)300 244 5046
E: ms.marinelicensing@gov.scot

Mr M Sandeman
Dundee City Council
Dundee House
50 North Lindsay Street
Dundee
DD1 1QE

Date: 20 May 2019
Dear Mr Sandeman,
SCREENING OPINION UNDER PART 2, REGULATION 11 OF THE MARINE WORKS
(ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT) SCOTLAND REGULATIONS 2017 (AS
AMENDED)
Thank you for providing details of the proposed flood protection works at Broughty Ferry (“the
proposed works”) on the 10 April 2019. The Scottish Ministers provided you with a negative
screening opinion on 27 December 2017. The Scottish Ministers have reviewed the project
documentation that you have provided in order to validate the screening opinion that was
previously issued.
In their considerations, the Scottish Ministers have reviewed the information that you have
provided including letters from Scottish Natural Heritage (“SNH”), Historic Environment
Scotland (“HES”) and the Scottish Environment Protection Agency (“SEPA”) as to their view
on whether the Proposed Works are an Environmental Impact Assessment (“EIA”) project.
In addition, we have reviewed previous screening advice given to you by Marine Scotland.
The proposed works involve the construction of a new sea wall and access steps to the
beach, therefore the Scottish Ministers consider the works to fall under paragraph 10(m) of
the The Marine Works (Environmental Impact Assessment) Scotland Regulations 2017 (as
amended) (“the 2017 MW Regulations”). The threshold for coastal work to combat erosion
and maritime works capable of altering the coast through the construction, for example, of
dykes, moles, jetties and other sea defence works, as described in column 2 of schedule 2
of the 2017 MW Regulations, is “all works” thus the proposed works exceed this threshold.

Marine Laboratory, 375 Victoria Road, Aberdeen, AB11 9DB
ms.marinelicensing@gov.scot
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When making a determination as to whether schedule 2 works are an EIA project, the
Scottish Ministers must take into account such of the selection criteria set out in schedule 3
of the 2017 MW Regulations as are relevant to the works. In this regard, the Scottish
Ministers have considered the following:
Characteristics of the works
The works are extensive and will disturb an area of 16,545m 2 of foreshore below mean high
water springs however the area of permanent foreshore reduction will only be 3,375m 2. The
works are part of a larger project involving a new footpath and set back wall to protect
properites along the seafront from flooding. The works below MHWS form only a small part
of the overall project, which was considered to not require an EIA under the Flood Risk
Management Regulations. Along sections 1 and 2 of the works, the new wall will be
constructed 5 to 8 metres from the existing road meaning that the intrusion into the intertidal
area will be small, although it will extend along a large stretch of coastline. Section 3 will
involve the construction of a stepped concrete slab which form the majority of the works
below MHWS.
Based on the information provided, the Scottish Ministers are of the opinion that the
characteristics of the works are unlikely to have significant effects on the environment.
Location of the works
Sections of the works are to replace an existing seawall which is no longer fit for purpose.
However the whole length of the affected shoreline is developed for residential use.
The works are located within the Firth of Tay and Eden Estuary SAC and in proximity to other
designated sites including the Firth of Tay and Eden Estuary SPA. SNH have advised that
the proposal could have a significant environmental impact on the two sites listed however
this will be addressed through the Habitats Regulation Appraisal and does not require a full
EIA.
Based on the information provided and advice received, the Scottish Ministers are of the
opinion that there are unlikely to be significant effects on the environment as a result of the
location of the Proposed Works.
Characteristics of the potential impact
SEPA have identified in their advice that any potential adverse effects on the environment
would be due to the construction works and therefore providing the mitigation measures
identified in previous correspondence are included within the CEMP there will be no residual
significant effects.
Conclusion
In view of the findings above, the Scottish Ministers are of the opinion that the proposed
works are not an EIA project under the 2017 MW Regulations and, therefore, an EIA is not
required to be carried out in respect of the Proposed Works.
If you increase, alter or extend the Proposed Works, you are advised to contact Marine
Scotland - Licensing Operations Team again to confirm if the screening opinion is still valid.
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